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sud low as in tbe beef form, and the
chest is not so deep, but the width of
the beef form through at the heart is
closely retained. In the milk form the
abdomen is usually swung low, and th
ribs are steep; but in the milk and beef
form the ribs are wider sprung and the
abdomen more trimly held up. though
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body cannot detract from milk production. Her calves are large at birth and
they grow and fatten with great rapidity.
Second quality, dry, hard wood, The breeders in Holland and Friesland
all round, good size, $3 50 per cord, have always avoided in-and-in-breeding.
This is a good trade. Iu proof ttiat this breed has maintained
delivered.
Al>o later, second quality green, all a high standard of vital force, we point
to its use in almost every climate includround.
ing that of Northern Russia, nearly up
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digest and assimilate above this, the
more profitable. The other characteristic is in the fact that dairy animals
should by no meaus be choice in the
quality of their food. Cows that will
freely cousume the roughage of our
farms and transmute it into valuable
than
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more valuable than those that require
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choice in the quality of their
food." In their native country they
generally begin taking skim milk, usually more or less sour, at the age of from
three to six days. Many of the breeders
in America begin thus early to give
tbem the same kind of food.
Quantity of production and persistare
ency of milking during long periods
well known characteristics of this breed.
Dropping her first calf at about two
of this breed,
years old, an average cow
if well cared for, will produce from 5,000
to 0,000 pounds of milk in ten months,
and she will increase this production,
each and every year until, at five years
old, she will give from 7,000 to 9,000
pounds. The quality of this milk will
from
range from 3 to 4 per cent fat, and
9 to 10 per cent solids not fat. If fed to
their ability to digest and assimilate
food, the majority of these cowe will
exceed this production. Β fore tin» introduction of this breed, from 8,500 to
do means
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In 1880 the cow Aaggie made a record
of 18,004 5-1(5 pounds of milk within one
year from date of calving. This record
was almost universally regarded as an
impossibility. Among those that joined
in this view was Professor Long of England, then publishing a large work on
dairy husbandry, which was widely subscribed for in this country, and issued in
quarterly number*. Thus the capacity
of this breed for milk production became
a matter of more than ordinary public
interest. In August, 1885, the owners of
Aaggie commenced a record of the cow,

Clothilde. They invited public scrtttlny
of tbi% record during its full progress.
A number of persons interested them-

in it in order to learn the amount
Wood the com- of her production beyond a doubt,
connectsolicited. among which were leading men
ed with dairy publication·. At different
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averages for the cows of
this country. We think it is safe to
affirm that the introduction of this breed
has raised, directly or indirectly, the
to
average of American cows from 1,500
2,000 pounds. Oue of the cows of the
earliest permanent importation yielded
4,008 7-8 pounds of milk in nine week*,
the highest day's yield being 70 pound·.
This and other similar records of the
breed were received with widespread
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Holstein-Friesian Association
The
assisted by the different experimeut
stations, has continued this method of
conducting weekly official tests up to
ι he present time, and the most flattering
results have followed.
That the Holstein-Friesian is unapproached by any breed of cattle in the
production of large quantities of milk
□o one will deny.
My observations lead
me to believe that the highest yields of
butter have been obtained from cows
yielding the largest quantities of milk
This seems also to apply to the cows of
the other breeds and the results of the
official tests of the Jerseye at the World's
Fair confirm this view.
1 DO quality ui iutj uuuci piuuu^i uj
this breed, so far as tests have been
made, shows that it is equal to that nf
any other breed. Quality in butter depend»; first, on the healthfulness of the
cows (no breed is more healthy than
this); second, on the food and drink of
the cows,—both must be free from unpleasant flavors and odors; and lastly on
the ability of the butter maker. The
percentage °f fat in the milk has nothing to du with quality of butter, nor has
color necessarily anything to do with
quality, for it is well known that the
butter made from the milk of all breeds
of cows requires artificial coloring at
certain seasons of the year, and the
cloeeet observations cannot detect artificially colored butter from that which
is naturally colored. The coloring matter ordinarily used is annatto, a vegetable product. This coloring is doubtless as healthful, or more bo, than

Judge Whltehouse

on

every case for the purpose of effecting a
reconciliation.
"Third, that absolute divorce with the
right to remarry be allowed for the
cause of adultery and whenever the
court or jury shall be satisfied beyond
reasonable doubt that the parties can
no longer live together in harmony, and
it is for their best interests and those of
society that they should be divorced.
"Fourth, that these causes of divorce
together with a two year bona fide residence clause be made uniform throughout all the states, and either by a federal law made possible by constitutional
amendment or by like laws in each state,
each state providing in the latter case
that a divorce granted in any other state
shall be valid in the state in question.
"But after all, it must be remembered
that laws cannot change human nature,
reform bad husbands or make good
wives, legislate morality into criminals
or tenderness into brutes, and it is
chiefly through the education, moral
discipline, religious training and the
higher civilization that we must look
fr»r such an evolution in the character
of humanity as will eventually make
I
marriage come in time to be in fact
what it is now in theory: 'for better or
worse, for richer or poorer, in sickness
and in health, till death do us part.'
"In Frauce an interview of reconciliation is expressly required by the
code civil and the code of civil procedure on separation aud divorce. Only
the two parties and the judge are present at this interview of reconciliation,
except that the judge may and sometimes does have his clerk present. This
interview is considered privileged and
confidential and commentators upon
French law caution judges to be discreet
in guardiug this confidence. No report
of the divorce suit is allowed to be made
in the public press under a penalty of a
fine of 100 to 200 francs.
A Novel Idea.
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CANADA.

A traveling exhibition illustrating the
charms of Canada as a holiday, banting,
fishing and camping resort, is to be put
into commission by the Grand Trunk

Railway System.

It will cousist of a coach fitted up inside as an art gallery with bromide enlargements made from direct negatives
of delightful ecenes in "The Highlands
of Ontario," including choice bite from
the Algonquin National Park of Ontario,
Georgian Bay, the Muskoka Lakes, Lake
Lake
of Bays, Maganetawan River,
Nipisaing and the French River, the
which
famous Temagamî Region, Kawartha
natural coloring, the causes of
same causes Lakes, Rideau Lakes, and the principal
are yet undiscovered; the
is
which
of
Cities of Eastern Canada. The car will
flesh,
produce yellowness
universally regarded as a serious objec- also contain mounted fish, from Canadian
tion in veal and beef.
waters, mounted game heads, stuffed
In our Eastern and Middle States the birds, moving pictures, etc., making a
production of veal is already adding an unique collection of attractive features
important item to the credit side of the that will appeal to the tourist and
dairy farmer's balance sheet. No kind sportsman. A representative familiar
or quality of veal is in so great demand with all the various districts will be in
the Holstein-Friesian breed charge of the car.
as that of
The car will start in at Mobile, Alaand its grades. Veal is also an important source of revenue to the dairyman bama, about March 19, and will go
of North Holland and Friesland. Tney through the states of Mississippi, Alasupply vast quantities to the English bama, Kentucky, Indiana, Ohio, Pennmarkets.
sylvania, West Virginia and New York.
Cows of this breed make so excellent Towards the end of June, or in July, the
quality of beef. Whatever may be the car will reach Canada, and some of the
breed, a dairy herd in no countrv lasts principal towns and cities in the
above six to ten years; age, accidents Dominion will be visited. The tour in
and failures to breed constantly deplete the United States will occupy about
it. If the cows thus dropped out can- three months, and in that time seventynot be profitably turned to beef the capi- two town· will be visited.
tal in the herd is totally lost during
New Women Citizens.
every period of six to ten years. Cows
of this breed are good feeders and their
That a woman who direct· a home and
beef commands a high price.
trains up ohildren is a responsible citizen with a large share of state business
Handling Farm Manures.
to perform is suggested by the title of a
Daily removing manure and spreading series of articles begun in The New Idea
it on the land is a practice often recom- Woman's Magazine for April. "The
mended, and I do not condemn if a per- Evolution of Our Women Citizens: I.
son wants and can afford to do it that Their Arrival" deals with the landing at
way. But the time taken up in har- Ellis Island of women from Russia,
nessing and unharnessing for one load Italy, Germany, and other peasant-prowhen it would take no longer to do it ducing European states; and considers
for twenty loads, and the more or lesx them as the raw material out of which
wasteful practice of applying manure American women citizens, with Ameriat times when it cannot readily be incor- can aims and ideals are to be made. The
porated with soil, but must be subject, writer, Miss Elizabeth Howard Westfor a greater or less period, to the wast- wood, tells of the inducements offered
ing influence of washing from rain and to emigrant women to come to Amerioa,
melting snow and drying by sun and of the dangers they have to meet on
wind, do not commuud it as a practical landiug, of the protection societies which
method of handling farm manure to the have sprung up to care for defenceless
woniuu and girls, of the fathers and
best advantage. The old-tiine barn-cH
lar, if properly cared for, is still tIn- husbands ana friends who meet them
most economical plac» in which to tem- at ihe end of their painful ateerage jourporarily care fur manure, and If the sta- ney. Interesting realistic photograph·
ble flour is tight and the cellar properlv are shown. The article is optimistic
ventilated, there need bo no more con concerning the material advantages
tunination of milk from it than if the found by emigrants in this country.
After recounting the story of the daughmanure were in South Africa.
ter of a Scottish lord, who found in managing the hand-embroidery of an AmeriA Way to Test Seed Corn.
can silk stocking factory the prop of
Take a shallow tin baking pan and
failing fortune, the writer says: "If
two sheets of cloth about the size of the American
opportunities can thus induce
pan. Place the kernels of corn between the high class foreigner woman to forthe cloths, keep the cloths moist and In sake comfortable home, family ties,
a room where the temperature is 60 to
social position—what muat be the lure
70 degrees. Watch the development with which it calls to the woman who
that
is
all
week
worth
a
in
and
daily
has nothing but misery to lose and everyplanting will have germinated. Cast thing that makes life livable to win."
aside any seed corn from which the ker- One cannot but
acknowledge, however,
nels show a weak, spindling growth in in
"observing the doubtfnl Paradise of
] the test, for it Is not worth planting.
our city slums, that much haa yet to be
done before our peasant immigrant· do
me
told
that
he
Peter Tumbledown
more than grapple with a new aet of
conld not see why his hens would not
problems in undertaking the lot of
them
all
the
before
feed
He
keep·
lay.
American citizenship.
time. I went into his hen bouse to see
what kind of feed he gave. It was bran
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
mixed with cold water, and it wss frosen
solid. It had to stay by them, for it Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets.
Peo- Druggist· refund money it it fail· to
was so bard they could not eat It.
ia on
ple might as well keep mongrel hens if cure. E. W. Grove's signature
each box. 860.
care.
are
to

Superintendent they

going

gtre mongrel
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Author of "The Gentleman From Indian·" and "Monaieur Beauealre"

last day.
No one in Ilouen found that afternoon
particularly enlivening. Even
Mrs. Tanberry gave way to the com-
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depression, and,

mon

ral Gray; u tliird was the excessive
modesty of Major Vanrevel, who, although prônent at the time, refused to
receive the ladies' sumptuous offering
and insisted tliat Captain Marsh was
the proper "person to do the honors, to
which the latter reluctantly, though
gracefully, consented. Also, we were
sorry that the major appeared In citizen's dress, as all were anxious to witness him in bis uniform. However, In
our humble judgment he will be compelled by etiquette to don it this afternoon to receive the officers of the regular army, who will arrive by the stage
about 5 o'clock, it is expected, to Inspect the company and swear them Into the service of the federal government at the courthouse. We, for one,
bave little doubt tbat, owing to the
major's well known talent In matters
of apparel, his appearance will far
eclipse in brilliancy tbat of his fellow
officers."
Crailey dressed slowly, returning to
the paper now and :hen with a perturbed countenance How would Miss
Betty explain this paragraph to herself, and how account for the fact that
she had not seen Crailey, how for the
fact that she had seen Tom? It seemed unlikely that she could have overlooked the latter —Tom was one of
those whom everybody saw wherever
he went. And what inquiries would
she make? For Crailey bad no means
of knowing that she would not see the
Journal. Tomorrow he would be gone
—It would all be over—but he wanted
this last day to run smoothly. What
wild hopes he bad of things that should
happen when tbey all came marching
home no oue can say; even if it were
not to be doubted tbat Crailey ever entertained hopes of any kind whatever,
since to hope is to bestow thought upon the future.
But, however affairs ran with bim
so far as hope was concerned, he seldom lacked an idea, and one came to
him presently, a notion tbat put the
frown to rout and brought the old
smile to his lips, his smile of the worldworn and tolerant prelate. He flicked
the paper lightly from him, and it sped
ncross the room like a big bird in awkward flight For he knew how to pre-

That was not the last song of the
Trumble and Mr. Chenoweth had invited their young friend*
to attend, after the bail, a collation
wliieh they cliose to call a supper, but
which, to accord with the hour, might
more aptly have been designated "a
breakfast. To afford a private retreat
for the scene of this celebration they
had borrowed the offices of Gray k
Vanrevol, and Crailey hospitably announced that any guest was welcome
to stay for a year or two, since probably neither of the firm would have
need of an office for at least that length
of time. Nine men gathered about the
table which replaced Tom's workaday
old desk—the two Chenoweths, Eugene
Madrillon, Marsh, JefTerson Bareaud,
the stout general, Tom Vanrevel, Crailey and Will C'ummlugs —the editor
couiiug in a little late, but rubbing his
hands cheerfully over what he declared
was to be the last column from bis pen
to rear its length on the Journal's
front page for many a long day—a description of the presentation of the

nig':t. General

flag.

changes are desirable, namely:
This convivial party made merry and
"First, the passage of careful and uni- tried to forget that most of them had
form marriage laws throughout all the "been
mighty teary," as Marsh said,
states, requiring licenses and declaraan hour earlier, while Mr. Chenoweth
tion of intentions, and prohibiting \parsat with his baud on his son's shoulder,
riages before a certain age and when
unconsciously most of the time, apoloeither party is phyeically defective.
"Second, that provision ie made for a getically removing it when he observed
preliminary hearing similar to the inter- it. Many were the witticisms concernview of reconciliation in France, in ing the difference in rank henceforth
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bad been at ber beet After a time,
finding that tbe more be tried to cbeer
ber tbe more brokenly she wept, be
grew silent, only stroking ber bead,
while tbe summer sounds came in
through the window, the mill whir of
locusts, the small monotone of distant
farm bells, the laughter of children in
tbe street and tbe guy arias of ν mocking bird swinging in tbe open window
of the next house. So they sat together
through the long, still afternoon of the

\

[continued.]

to be observed between the young
men, as Tom was now a major, Marsh
a captain, Will Cuinmings a second
lieutenant and the rest mere privates,
except Crailey, who was a corporal.
Nevertheless, though the board was
festive, it was somewhat subdued and
absent until they came to the toasts.
It was Tapplngham who proposed
"I know Tom
Miss Betty Carewe.
Vanrevel will understand—nay, I know
he's man enough to join us," said
Marsh as he rose. "Why shouldn't I

say that we may hail ourselves as patriots, indeed, since at the call of our
country we depart from the town
which is this lady's home and at the
trumpet's sound resign the gracious
blessing of seeing her day by day, and
why shouldn't we admit loyally and
openly that it is her image alone which
shines in the hearts of most of us
here?"
And no muu arose to contradict that
speech, which appears to have rang

true, seeing that four of those present
had proposed to her again that same
evening.
"So I give you," cried Tappingham
gallantly, "the health of Miss Betty

remember

those

who

never

the evening itself, as comment upon
which statement Mrs. Tanberry had
offered ambiguously the one word,
"Amen." lie was stung to no reply,
and she had noted the circumstance as
unusual and also that he had appeared
to labor with the suppression of a keen
excitement which made him anxious
to escape from her sharp little eyes;
an agitation for which she easily accounted when she recalled that he had
seen Vanrevel on the previous evening.
Mr. Carevve had kept his promise to
preserve the peace, as he always kept
It when the two met on neutral ground,
but she had observed that his face
showed a kird of hard leashed violence whenever he had been forced to
breathe the air of the same room with

his enemy, and that the thing grew on
hlni.
Miss Betty exhibited not precisely a
burning interest in the adventure of
the damsel fair, wandering out of the
room during the second rendition, wandering back again and once more away.
She had moved about the house In
this fashion since early morning, wearing what Mamie described as a "peakWhite faced and restless,
ed look."
with distressed eyes, to which no sleep
had come In tbe night, she could not
read. She could no more than touch
She
She could not sleep.
her harp.
could not remain quiet fo;· three minutes together. Often she sank into α
chair with an air of languor and weariness, only to start immediately out of
it and seek Bome other part of the
house or lb go and pace the garden.
Here In the air heavy with roses and
tremulous with June as she walked
rapidly up and down late in the afternoon, at the time when the faraway
farm bells were calling men from the

through the gap in the hedge.
"I thought you spoke to me," he said

uit]uinu|;i j.

"Τ

come

Minn Ucltii Cureicc."

bis last day as he wished and to
make all smooth.
He finished his toilet with particular
•are, took a flower from η vase ou hie
table, placed it In his coat and went
own to the dusty street, where everyiiing was warm and bright with sum,ior. It was joy to be alive; there was
•iue enough in the air, and Crailey
i.nde up his mind not to take a drink
tiut day—the last day! The kist day!
»erve

went about their dally work,
they hud whistled it ou the streets,
they had drifted into dreuuis at night
with the sound of it still chiming In
their ears, and now with one accord
as they stood gathered together for
tbe lust time in ltoucn they joined Tom
Vaurevel and sang it again. And the

he three words kept ringing through
is head like a mluor phrase from a
>jng. Tomorrow at noon they would
se churning down the river, and this
vas the last day—the last day!
"Still not too late to make another
friend at home," he said, stopping to
pat the head of a mangy street cur
<hat came crouching and wabbling toward him like a staveless little keg
worried by scurries of wind. Dogs and
children always fell in love with Cratley at first sight, and he never failed
to receive them in the spirit of their
approach. Now the mongrel, at his
touch, immediately turned himself over
and
upou the pavement with all

eyes of Crailey Gray rested very gently upon his best friend as they sung:
"Believe mo. If all those endearing young
charms,
Y/hlch I giise on so fondly today,
Were to change by tomorrow and fleet
arms

Like fairy rifts fading away,
Thou v.oulO t still be adored as this mo-

ment thou art.
Let thy loveilness fade as it will.
And around the dear ruin each wish of
my heart
Would lntwlne itself verdantly still."

m

ber

behind her.
She wheeled quickly about to behold
a shock headed urchin of ten in the
path near the little clearing. lie was
ragged, tanned, dusty, neither shoes nor
coat trammeling his independence, and
he had evidently entered the garden

they

from my

more

just

home!"
And without pausing he lifted his
rich baritone in un old song that hud
been vastly popular with the young
men of Itoueu ever sin<-e the night of
Miss Betty's debut They had hummed
it as

once

doctrine of cheerfulness relegated to
the ghostly ranks of the purely theoretical, she bowed under the burden
of her woe so tar us to sing "Methought
I Met α Dai-sel Fair" (her of the bursting sighs) at the piano. Whenever sadness lay upon her soul she had acquired the Ifcibit of resorting to this unhappy balhnl; today she sang it four
times. Mr. t'arewe was not ut home
and bad announced that, though he intended to honor the evening meal by
bis attendance, he should be away for

fields to supper, the cilmax of her restlessness came. That anguish and desperation, so old in her sex, the rel>elliou against the law that inaction must
be her part, had fallen upou her for
tbe tirst time. She came to an ubrupt
stop and struck her bands together despairingly and spoke aloud.
"What shall I do? What shall I do?"
"Ma'am?" asked a surprised voice

Care we, the loveliest rose of our bouquet! May she remember us when we
come home!"
They rose and drank it with a Rhout.
But Tom Vaurevel, not setting down
his cup, went to tbe window and tbrew
wide the shutters, letting in a ruddy
shaft of tlic morning sun, so that as he
stood ill the strong glow he looked like
lie lifta man carved out of red gold.
ed his glass not toward the tabte and
at
stared
while
tliey
his companions
him, surprised, but toward the locusts
of Carewe street.
"To Miss Betty Carewe," he said,
"the finest flower of them all! May she

CHAPTER XVII.

lay

Τ was the misfortune of Mr.
Cummings' final literary offering to annoy one of the editor's friends. The Journal
was brought to the new corporal at
noon, while he was considering wheth-

paws in air, to say: "Great lord, magnificent In the graciousuesi which
deigus to cast a glimpse upon this abject c'uster of ribs, I perceive that
me la
your heart is too gentle to kick
A with
my present helplessness. Yet
me as you will."
"I doubt If you've breakfasted, broth-

"I didn't see you," she returned.
"What is it?"
"You Miss Carewe?" he asked, but
before she could answer be said reassuringly: "Why, of course you are! I
remember you perfect, uow I git the
light on you, so to speak. Don't you
remember me?"
"Xo, I don't think I do."
"Lord!" he responded wonderingly.
"I was one of the boys with you on
them boxes the night of you pa's fire!"
Mingled with the surprise in his tone
was a respectful unction which intimated how greatly he honored her father for having been the owner of eo

satisfactory

a

conflagration.

"Were you? Perhaps I'll remember
you if you give me time."
llut at this point the youth recalled
the fact that he had an errand to discharge, and. assuming an expression of
businesslike baste too pressiug to i»er·
mit further parley, sought In his pocket
and produced a sealed envelope with
which he advanced upon her.
"Here. There's an answer. He told
me not to tell anybody who sent It, and
not to give It to nobody on earth but
you, and how to slip lit through the
hedge and try an.l Hud you in the garden when nobody was loakiu', nud he
give a pencil for you to answer on the

back of it, and a dollar."
Mjes Betty took the note, glancing
once over her shoulder at the hvse.
but Mrs. Tnnl erry was still occupied
with the maiden, and no one was In

sight.

She read the message hastily:

I have obeyed you and shall always.
You have not stnt for inc. Perhaps that
bi4au.se there was no time when you
thought It safe. rerhaps you have still
felt there would foe a loss of dignity.
Does that weigh with you against goodby? Tell me. If you can. that you have
It In your luart to let me go without seeing you once more—without goodby—for
the last time. Or was It untrue that you
wrote me what you did? Was that clear

was

lie should rise from his couch or
sleep another hour. Reclining among
his pillows, he glanced through Cum- er," Crailey responded aloud, rubbing
mings* description with the subdued the dog's head softly with the tip of his
giggle he always bad for the good Wil- boot. "Will you share the meager fare
liam's style, but as his eye fell upon of one who Is a poet, should be a law- letter but a little fairy dream of mine?
Ah, will you t··.· «ne a ;ain. this once—thla
one paragraph be started, sat upright
a soldier?
yer, but Is about to become
and proceeded to read the passage sev- Eh, but a corporal! Rise, my friend.
eral times with anxious attention:
Up and be In your own email self α
"Only two or three sources of regret whole conwral's guard! And If your
occurred to mar the delight (in which
corporal doesn't come home from the
feshim
young and old participated) of that
wars, perhaps you'll remember
tal and dazzling scene. One was tbe
Think?"
kindly.
A tickling in the throat;
absence of Miss Fanchon Barcaud, one
He made a vivacious gesture, the
of the donors; auother, that of Corpo· small animal sprang into the air, conhoarseness at times; adeep
voluted with gratitude and new love,
breath irritates it;—these
while Crailey, laughing softly, led the
features of a throat
are
while he ate
way to the hotel. There,
munifihe
himself,
provided
very desparsely
and
mixcently for his new acquaintance
and a
An impur· matter· wldoh the skia, recommended him, with an accompanicure them.
won't
ture
of
offices
to the good
tirer, kidneys and other oifui can ment of silver,
You want something that
Rouen House kitchen. After that
not tab oar· of without help» there ie the
out into the sunshine again he went
heal the inflamed
will
rueh en aooamulati·* of them.
with elastic step and a merry word
enrich the
membranes,
At
They litter the whole system.
and a laugh for every one he met.
tone up the
he bought
and
blood
other
end
eonma
old
gardener's
the
English
Pimple·, boil·,
five bouquets and carried them
.·.
.·.
.·.
system
eruptions, loei of appetite, that tired foura orround
of visits of farewell to at
on
of
fit·
iadlgee·
feeling, bUieu· tune,
kind t·
er

Throat

All Humors

tkm,

cough

ceptive

been
many old ladles who had
him. This done, leaving his laughter
and bis flowers behind him, he went to
and spent part of the after-

dull headache» >ad maajr other
are dua to them.

Fanchon
noon
bringing forth cunning arguments cheerily to prove to her that
General Taylor would be In the Mex-

Hood's Sarsaparitta
and PUts

Bemore all humor·, oreroome all
Ithelr effects, atrengthsa, tone
invigorate the whole system.

Coughs

cough. They're

trouble·

:

ican

capital

before

the

volunteer·

reached New Orleans and urging upon
be
her his belief that they would all

andj back in Rouen before the eummer
ι

~~

NUMBER 17.

Divorce.

In reponse to tome question· regarding the divorce problem from a committee which it investigating the subject, Judge Wm. P. Whitehouse of the
Maine Supreme Court reoently wrote a
letter embodying some of his views on
the subject. The letter makes a valuable contribution to the discussion of
the perplexing problem. It is in brief
as follows:
"We find that divorce is an institution which has existed to a greater or
less degree in all ages; that freedom of
divorce sometimes accompanies periods
of lioentlousness and immorality, and
sometimes not, that when it does it is
more the outcome than the cause of the
licentious tendencies of the period; that
increase of divorce is not necessarily a
symptom of degeneracy but may be the
tesult of the changing condition in the
evolution of society and the progress of
civilization; that divorce has largely iuoreased in Europe during the last half
century; but much more rapidly in this
country; that the chief causes of thin
were (1) the evolution of the individual
and of women to a position of equality
and independence, and (2) the breaking
away from the dogma of the ohurch as
to the indissolubility of marriage.
"We have further seen that freedom
of divorce should be restricted within
certain limits, since otherwise it would
mean polygamy, the disintegration of
the family and an inferior civilization;
that the proper limits which the law
should fix to the right of divorce are
that when the conditions which make
monogamy desirable in general have
ceased to exist in a particular marriage,
or in other words, when a marriage has
proved an irremediable failure, the divorce should be granted with the right
to remarry, otherwise not; that upon
some of the grounds of divorce allowed
in this and other states it may be obtained for insufficient causes, practically
by mutual consent or in some cases the
will of either party; and finally that to
improve our existing laws and prevent
the
following
unnecessary divorce,

GKAXD
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Democrat.

Oxford

The

wa·

gone.
"I had salt ihsaa* oa my hands as that I 1
But Fanchon could only sob ana
mold not work. I teeh Hood's latsspanUa whisper, "Hush, hush!" In the dim
and it Ont* cot the hn— I eoattaosd room where they sat, the window·
Its am till ths sons disappeared." Mas. darkened so that after he had gone he
Iaa O. Baowa, Baatocd Falls, 114
should not remember bow red her eye·
Mood'e tareaparMa premlooo I» were and the purple depth· under
Λ·
owre and hoopo *· promloo.
them and thus forget how pretty

Scott's Emulsion
is just such a remedy.
It has wonderful healing
and nourishing power.
Removes the cause of
the cough and the whole

system is*

strength

and

given
vigor

new

.·.

.*.

Stud for jrt* utmph

SCOTT fc? BOfVNEy

Chimists

Street, New Terk
409-41S
jot. end f/.oo. All dntfjpui

"Have I got to?"

onco—|.·ι ine look ut you. let me talk with
you, hear your voice? The last time!

There wus 110 signature.
Mies Betty quickly wrote a few lines
upon-the same sheet:

Tee—yes! I must see you—must talk
with you before you go. Come at dusk.
The gurden—near the gap In the hedge.
It will be safe for a little while. He will
not be ht·re.

She replaced tlie paper in Its envelope. drew u line through her own
name

on

the letter and wrote "Mr.

Vanrevel" uaderneath.

"Do you know the gentleman who
sent you?" she asked.
"No'ni; but he'll be wultln' at hie office, Gray & Vanrevel, on Main street,
for the answer."
"Then hurry!" «aid Betty.

"Yee."
"

'And condemn ine to—to the ever-

lasting flumes of—of bell if I

telir

ever

"

He ran off, pale with the fear that he
might glow up, take to driuk oud some
day tell In hi* cups, but so resolved
Dot to coquet with temptation that be

weut rouud a block to avoid the door
of the Itouen House bar. Nevertheless
the note was iu bis haud and the fortune iu bis pocket.
And Mr. Carewe was safe. He kuew
that the boy would never tell, aud he
knew another thing, for be bad read the
Journal, though it came no more to

bis bouse—be knew that Totu Vaurevel
wore bis uulforui that evenlug aud
that, even iu the dusk, the brass buttous ou an officer's breast make a good
mark for a guu steadied along the
ledge of a window. As he entered tho
gates aud weut toward the bouse he
glanced up at the window which overlooked his garden from the cupola.

He needed no second bidding, but,
with wings ou bis bare heels, made off
through the gap in the hedge. At tbe
corner of the street be encountered an
udveuture—a gentleman's legs uud a
beavy hand at tbe same time. The
band fell on his shoulder, arresting his
scamper with a vicious Jerk, and tbe
{TO BK COOTVUVDO
boy was too awea to attempt an escape, for he knew bis captor well by
sight, although never before bad be
HAIR POWDER.
found himself so directly In tbe comThe
richest
citizen.
Itouen's
of
The High Price of Crmln I· laiUal
pany
Settled Itn Doom.
note dropped from the small trembling
fingers, yet those fingers did not shake
During the last years of the eightas did the man's when, like a Hash, Ca- eenth century the price of grain in EngSo much flour
rewe seized upon the missive with his land was very high.
disengaged hnud and saw what two was used as hair powder that an atnames were on the enveloDe.
tempt was made to check Its use. A
Λ

book, "At the Sign of the Barber's
Pole," contains a copy of a document
issued by the "mayor, Justices and

inhabitants" of Great Yar-

principal

mouth, recommending the disuse of
hair powder for a time.
"We flatter ourselves." they said In
this

proclamation,

which was issued In

January. 17!)."», "the military will not
hesitate to adopt it, being fully convinced that appearances are at all times to
be sacriiiccd to the public weal aud
that iu doing this they really do good.
Jan. 27. lT'.t.V
lu the following April a party of gentlemen at Woburn abbey entered into
an engagement to forfeit a certain
sum of money If any of them wore
their hair tied or powdered within a

L'areuc scuta me

inutive.

"You were stealing, were you?" he
"1 saw you sneak
cried savagely.

through uiy hedge!"
"I didn't either!"
Mr. Carewe ground hia teeth. "What
were you doing there?"
"Nothing!"
"Nothing!" mocked (Jurewe. "Nothing! You didn't carry this to the
young lady in there and get her an-

swer V"

"No. sir!" answered the captive ear"Cross my heart I didn't. I
found it!"
Slowly the corrugations of anger
were leveled from the magnate's face,
the white heat cooled, and 1m prisoner
marveled to find himself m the presence of an urbane gentlemau whose
placidity made the scene of a moment
ago appear some trick of distorted vlBiou. And yet, curious to behold. Mr.
Carewe'a Angers shook even more violently than bertre as he released the
boy's shoulder and gave him a friendly
tap on the head, at the same time smil-

nestly.

ing benevolently.
"There, there," he said, bestowing a
wink upon the youngster. "It's all
right. It doesn't matter; only I think
I see the chance of a Jest in this. You

wait while I read this little note, this
message that you found!" He ended
by winking again with the friendliest

drollery.

He turned his back to the boy and
the note, continuing to stand in
that position while he read the two
messages. It struck the messenger that
after this there need be no great
shame in his own lack of this much
vaunted art of reading, since it took
so famous a mau us Mr. Carewe such
length of time to peruse a Utile note.

opened

But perhaps the great gentleman was
ill, for It appeared to the boy that he
lurched several times, once so tar that
he would have gjne over if he had not
saved himself by a lucky stagger. Aud
once, except for the fact that the face
that had turned away had worn uu expression of such genial humor, the boy
would have believed that from It issued a sound like the gnashing of
teeth.

But when it was turned to him again
it bore the same amiable Jocosity of
mouth aud eye, aud nothing seemed
to be the matter, except that those lingers still shook so wildly—too wildly.
Indeed—to restore the note to Its en-

velope.
"There," said Mr. Carewe, "put it
hack, luddie; put it back yourself.
Take it to the geutiemuu who sent
his hand
you. I see he's even disguised
he may
a trifle—ha, ha!—and I suppose
not have expected the young lady to
write his uame quite so boldly on the
envelope! What do you suppose'/"
"I d'kuow," returned the boy. "I
reckon I don't hardly uudcrstuud."
"No, of course not," said Mr. Ca"Ha,
rewe, laughing rather madly.
ha, ha! Of course you wouldu't. And
how much did he give you?"

"Yay!"

cried

the

other

Joyously.

"Didn't he go aud hand me a dollar!"
"How much will you take uot to tell
him that 1 stopped you and read it?
How much uot to speak of m« at all?"
"What?"
"It's a foolish kind of Joke, uothiug
I'll give you $."> never to tell
more.

any one thut you saw me loduy."
"Don't shoot, colonel!" exclaimed the
youth, witli a riotous fling of bare feet
in the uir. "I'll come down!"
x

"You'll do it?"
"Five!" he shouted, danclug upon the
boards. "Five! I'll cross my heart to

die 1 never hear tell of you or ever
knew they was alch a man in the
world!"
Carewe bent over him. "No! Say,
'God strike me dead uud condemn me
flumes of
eternally to tho everlasting
"
hell if I ever tell!'
This entailed quick sobriety, though
only benevo!cuce wus in the face above
The Jig step stopped, and the
him.
boy poudered, frightened.
"Have 1 got to say that?"

Mr. Carewe produced a bank bill
about which the boy beheld a halo.
Heaveu
Clearly this was his day.
showed its approval of his conduct by
an outpouring of imperishable riches.
the oath misliked him. There
And

yet

of the demoniacal contract Still that was to be borne aud
the plunge taken, for there fluttered
the huge sum before hie dazzled eyes.
"
'God strike
He took a deep breath.
me dead,'" he began slowly, M'If I
was

ever*

a

"No.

certain period.
Nevertheless the Tories regarded with
distrust persons who did not use hair
powder. So late as 1820 a certain
Major Cox of Derby, an excellent Tory,
decliued to aliuW his son to become a
pupil of a well known clerical tutor,
for the reason that the clergyman did
not powder and that he wore bis hair
short, which suggested that he must be

dangerous revolutionist.

a

ANOINTING STONES.
Custom Tlial Wna Very Cominou
Anionic (lie Ane-lent·.

A

The custom of anointing stones with
ϋ. 'ο. lib aud leaving
oil (Oen s".
them as memorial pillars or objects of
worship was one that was very common among the ancients. The stores
tirst worshiped were probably of meteoric origin, which, havlifg heeu seen to
fall from h.-aven. were easily associated with some deity. Iu Itumau mythology Abadlres was the name glveu to a
stone which was worshiped because It
was the general belief that It had once
beeu swallowed by Saturn.
The "standing Images" referred to as
being prohibited in Leviticus (xxvl, 7)
are thought to have been these same
"anointed stones." lu the light which

modern investigation has throwu upon
the curious customs of the early east
the act of Jacob, which is recorded at
the tirst Scriptural reference mentioned In this "note," is of special interest
as showing the mood of his mind and
heart after a night's entertainment of
such a gracious aud blessed vislou. To
this day the "auoiuted stonea" of the
orient are called hactylia, which IJochart suggest·» may be derived from
Bethel, where Jacob tirst anointed a
pillar as u sacred memorial.

THE VALUABLE MOOSE.
It

la

the .Staff of Life In the Great
XurtUrrn Wlldrrue··.

What tbu buffalo was to the plaine,
the white tall deer to the southern

woods and the caribou to the barreus
the moose is to the great northern belt
of swamp and timber laud of British
America.
It is the creature that enables the natives to live at all. Assisted in warm
weather by various tish, it bears practically the burden of their support. Its
delicious steaks are their staple food,
but its nose or muzzle is a delicacy. Its
hide furnishes the best clothing and
moccasin leather or provides snowshoes that enable the hunter to kill
more moose. Its back siiiew is the sewing thread of the country, its horns and
bones make tools, its hoofs can be converted into rattles, and its coarse, bristly mane, six inches long and white except the tips, furnishes raw material
for embroidery. When dyed with native dyes and skillfully worked into

leather and birch bark, these bristle*
effective as porcupine quills and
are, indeed, often mistaken for them
by the unskilled.—Ernest Thompson 8·ton In Sen btier's.
are as

Knlghta of Old.
The knights of the days of chivalry
were so well protected by their armor
that they were practically invincible
to all ordinary weapons. Even when
dismounted they could not be injured,
save by the mlsericorde, a thin dagger,
which penetrated the chains of the armors. In more than one battle knight*
fallen from their horses could not be
killed until their armor had been broken up with axes and hammers.
He Had Been

Treated.

(compassionately)

Poor
I suppose your blindness is Incurable. Have you ever been treated?
Blind Man (sighing)—Yes, mum, but
not often. 'Tain't many as likes to be
seen goin' Into a public house with a
blind beggar.—London Tit-Bits.
Old

fellow!

Lady

—

Lore.

Love does not ask for perfections; it
asks only for its own. Tou cannot propitiate it with gifts or sutisfy It with
all virtues if you
cauigtt pay It back
value for value in its own coin, and II
this tribute be paid It will forgive e*>
ery weakness.—Woman's Life.
A Rich Personality.
We should make a rich personality
our great aim instead of a fat pocketbook. If the aim is directed toward
the pocketbook the head will suffer,
the heart will starve, and the life will

deteriorate.—Success Magasine.

savor

'Aud condemn me to the ever-

lasting flames of hell*

A

Teaching Lament.

Addressing a political gathering the
other day, a speaker gave his hearers
"I miss," he
a touch of the pathetic.
said, brushing away a not unmanly
tear—"I miss many of tb· old faces I
need to shake hands with."
London
Globe.
—
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Coming Events.
April 26.—Fast Day.
May 1.—Oxford Pomona Grange, Bethel.
NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Sack Suit Style.
Hosiery anil Underwear.
Τ be threat Curtain Sale.
The I*. 3. Cream Separator.
Gil Your Arms Stretched.
Wanted.
Arnold's Balsam.
Probate Notices.
6 Notices of Appolntuieut.
Freedom Notice.
To Let
Insurance.
Lost.

Fast
PROCLAMATION

BY

Day.
THE OOVEMSOR.

With the advice and consent of the Executive
Council, I hereby designate Thursday, the
Twenty.sixth day of April, instant, as Fast Day.
GHenatthe Executive Chamber at Augusta,
this twenty-third day of March. In the
hanyear of our Lord one thousand nine
dred and six, and of the Independence of
hunone
the
America
of
States
the Uni·ed
dred and thirtieth.
T.
Cobb.
William
By the Governor,
Bvko.n Bovu,
Secretary of State.

Here and There.

Oar people
ear of the serions fire et oar slater vilΓΜΕ DOINOS OF THE WEEK IN ALL 1 »ge of South Peri· 1mt*
morniag,
he metter ceasing considerable exclteSECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
aent antil it wee learned the fire wee
We oongrstnlete the
inder control.
Pari· HilL
S iouth Peris friends thet although the

Friday

J

Baptlrt Church, Bar. ■· 2;
(«reachln* every Sunday at 10 :*6 A.
Ftr·»

oontUy

Sabbath Evenln* Servie· M
vhool at 12 M*t γ p. s. C. Ε· Tueidar evening.
CorePrayer Meeting Thur^y
îant Meeting the la* ftW«
Sunday of the month it S 30 F. 1»· All not
itherwlee connected are cordially
Universalis! Church.
Sunday School every
)unday at 10:45 a. m.

ί
βτβηΐη^
J»*»*·

The Easter concert given at the Bap;iet church on Sunday morning, tbe
15th, was well attended despite the rain.
The exercises by the children were tineV Riven, and did their instructors great
•redit
The decorations were beautiful,
here being a large number of Easter

Hies and potted plants The music was
pronounced the beet for years. After

■he exercises Mrs. Taylor
jach child a potted plant beautifully
i>lossomed. Also souvenirs appropriate
to Easter were given to all present, and
ilso sent to the aged and sick connected
with the school. In the evening an exrelient Easter sermon was given by the
pastor, Kev. E. O. Taylor.
On Wednesday afternoon, April 1»,
the ladies interested in the Woman β
Missionary Society were invited to meet
with the president, Mrs. E. O. Taylor, at
A Rood number were
the parsonage.
present, it being the annual meeting,
The following officers were re-elected
for the coming year:
President—Mrs. K. O. Taylor.
Vice-Pre».—Mia· Fanny A. Hammond.
Secretary—Mlaa Mae Stowe.
Treasurer—Mise Alice K. Hammond.
The afternoon was most pleasantly
spent, after which all were invited to
the dining room where room was made
for all to sit at a very daintily spread
AH were served from beautitea table.
ful dishes many of them coming from
foreign countries. The table was bountifully supplied with good things and

dangerenough, so checked

< lamage was serions
us a fire was so
more
1 «fore

successfully

of the town.
destroying
▲ petition is in circulation among our
officials
of the Grand
< itizens to the
*runk for a new depot which we sincerej f wish might be granted. The preeent
I milding is old and sadly needs repairs,
he expense of which could be advansgeously used in a new structure.
The West Paris Creamery Co. have
losed up their business and are not tak} □g any more milk or cream. Mr. Geo.
\ Weed of Winterport, who has been
^ forking at the factory as manager, has
inished work there.
Harry Hnnton of Rangeley has recent·
y begun clerking for H. S. Day & Co.
Miss Jennie L. Bradbury has begun
eaching a school in North Woodstock
nd expects toTboard at Dudley Cottage.
Mr. Lewie M. Manu is now making
P.
1 dans to rebuild his mill here and L.
Villis is in Milton sawing out the frame
or the new building.
Geo. Tubbs and son Fred are sawing
( ut the lumber at Frank L. Willis" mill
] tear here.
Kev. D. F. Nelson came here the mid( lie of last week and packed and loaded
lis household goods to go to Conway,
ί. Η., where he is to have his pastorate,
j ifr. and Mrs. Nelson have made many
^ riends in their throe years' stay in our
tillage, who will regret to have them
] eave. His place is to be taken in this
] >ari8h by Kev. Thomas Whiteside, who
Rev. Mr.
, :omes here from Gorham.
Whiteside preached his first sermon last
j >unday. Mrs. Whiteside and a daughter
:ome here this week to occupy the
Methodist parsonage.
Mr. S. W. Dunham has so far recover:d from his illness as to walk out a little

Rev. and Mrs.

Taylor

were

>n

1

Valedictory—Mabel

act of Governor Cobb's present term.
But all such speculation is superfluous,
because Governor Cobb will be his own

successor.

Newry.

grange had a sugar party at
Newry Corner April 20th, followed by a
dance, given by Clarence Bailey, at the
The

<

Abbott.

Oration—J. Harold Young.

Prophecy—Jeanette Brett.
History—Mabel Gleason.
Présentation of class gifts—Neds Richardson.

pleasant days.

Geo. Jones and family have moved into
:he Dunn house on Pioneer Street.
A. C. l'erham is repairing his house,
ind adding two or three new windows.
He will improve the buildings soon with
» coat of paiut.
The Paris Manufacturing Co. is building an addition to its shed for loading

Cast of characters in the drama "Sua-

plimentary hop Friday evening.
Grace

Ames

came

with her mother.

Bryant's

a

from New
short time

Pond.

Charles Buck, Jr., has sold his etand
and property at North Woodstock to
Alton Coffin, who will take immediate

Mr. Buck will move to the
Woodward place in Milton.
Wallace H. Whitman has taken the
place of Mr. Wateon as foreman on the
Gilead section.
Elmer Bowker is attending school at
Gould's Academy, Bethel, and is boarding with his sister, Mrs. Essie Stanley.
Roy Titus has sold his stand in the
village to Harry D. Cole.
Ben Wilson died at the home of his
sister, Mrs. Emma Kimball, at South
Woodstock, April 16. He was 26 years
of age and unmarried. The funeral was
held Wednesday attended by Rev. C. A.
Brooks of Norway.
Mr. James L. Bowker and wife were
in Lewieton Saturday on business.
Mrs. Ethel Scott of Portland and Ina
Mooney of Littleton, Ν. H., were visitors
in town this week.
Lucy Chase has moved to the home of
A. M. Chase, where she will reside for
the future.
Kingman G. Perham has moved to
the Gallison house at North Woodstock.
Charlee Walker and Michael Coyne
are visiting at Geo. L. Stephens.'
Miss Alice Day has opened millinery
rooms at the residence of Mrs. Annie

possession.

Down the rocks craggy and old,
With a murmur of thankfulneea, I ween,
And locks bedrlzz'.eil with gold."

Fast Day next Thursday.
L. D. Grover has begun farm work by
sowing grass seed last Tuesday.
Hastings Brothers1 large drive of pulp
Walter Foster and wife have adopted a
little boy who seems very nice and wood is moving slowly down Pleasant
River.
°
The interior of H. W. Dennison's store
Mr. and Mrs. John Dailey of Gorham
has a neat appearance in a coat of
spent a few days with Mrs. Dailey s
mother. Mrs. Mary Foster, returning to lighter paint.
John Stiles is G. D. Morrill's man-oftheir home Thursday.
and well understands the
Mrs. Mary Baker, who has been an all-work,
invalid for many years, is at present a breaking of colts.
L. Ë. Allen has had his woodpile sawterrible sufferer from facial neuralgia.
Mrs. Win. Small spent Easter with ed and split by the slow and sure
process, S. W. Potter doing the work
friends in Portland.
Elmer Bailey has the measles. It is alone.
Evero Towne has quite steady employfeared others will contract the disease.
and
A crew began driving on the river after ment painting and paper hanging,
is a first class workman.
the late rain.
Water in the basement and furnace.of
Denmark.
the school house is drying out, and it is
Mr. Joseph Stiles of Bridgton is put- thought the spring term of school will
this week.
ting in a new furnace for Mr. Geo. >Y. open
Dogs are becoming so numerous in Day.
Joseph H. Tuttle, whose death was
Frank Kenison is reported as gain- town it is thought some escape taxation
where more than one is owned by the reported in last week's Democrat, is
ing in health.
well remembered here by many of our
Mr. C. H. Mclntire has a number of same person.
The snow storms since October made older residents. During "war times"
carpenters at work on his Tarbox house
of Norway
the longest season of good sledding he and Edward M. Hobbs
making repairs.
"the oldest
inhabitant.11 were proprietors of the hotel here and
Mi Fred Sanborn has rebuilt his steam known to
and
the
Andover
conducted
Rumford,
Sleighs were used on Bethel roads Nov.
saw mill and has begun- sawing again
Dixfield stage line.
There will be a May ball at Odd Fel- 4th and April 12th.

The disaster by earthquake in California last Wednesday, when a large
section of the city of San Francisco was
wrecked, and many smaller towns practically destroyed, almost staggers the
imagination, though accurate estimates
of the damage have not yet been made,
and in fact can never be made. It is
known that hundreds of people were
killed, many hundred more injured, and
property destroyed to the amount of
hundreds of millions. And with every
new report the situation of the people
seems more deplorable, and the magnitude of the disaster greater. In loss
of life it was largely exceeded by the
Johnstown flood and the destruction of
Galveston, and possibly by one or two
other of the horrors which this country
has had in the past few years; but in the
covered and the
extent of territory
amount of property destroyed, there has
never been any disaster so great in North
America. It calls attention anew to the
fact that there is a section of our country
where danger from the internal commotion in the earth can not be entirely
escaped, and causes us who live in New
England to breathe a sigh of thankfulness that the eternal hills beneath our lows' Hall
May night.
feet are not to be alfected to a dangerous
Mr. Osborn Richardson has moved into
such
extent by any
upheaval.
the Gardner Norton place.
Mr Geo. Wales has sold his place to
A Too-Sweeping Conclusion.
Mrs. Walter Blake, and it will be occuThe Maine Farmer, a stalwart advopied by Ellis and wife. Mr. Wales will
cate of enforced prohibition, editorially soon move to Redstone, Ν. H.
commenting on the Sturgis law, says
nartrora.
that Sturgis deputies are now working
in four counties because the officers
Koecoe J. Child, who has been workand
in
their
are
derelict
there
duty,
ing in the News office at Bethel, has
names as subject to censure the sheriffs tinished Lis work there
and is at his
and county attorneys of those four home in Hartford.
counties. The list includes the name of
James Billings has purchased the Foye
County Attorney Barnes of Oxford stand and will move into his new home
County. A little consideration may soon.
show the Farmer that its generalization
Charles Canwell has let his farm and
It is true will move into the John Dillingham
is altogether too sweeping.
at
are
that Sturgis deputies
working
stand. Mr. Dillingham has moved to
Rumford Falls, but whoever is responsi- Buckiield.
ble for conditions there, no one in any
Leon Irish is sick with appendicitis.
degree familiar with affairs iu this counMrs. Dr. Stanwood of Rumford Falls
Barnes
will
accuse
County Attorney
ty
visited at Orlando Irish's recently.
of any lack of activity in prosecuting ofMyron Canwell is working for the
Least of all Irish & Clou tier Lumber Co.
fenders against the laws.
will the liquor sellers make any such
Joseph Child is sick with a bad cold.
allegation. The charge would make
them laugh.
liiram.

*Mr!

Greenwood.
The saD season is now numbered with
, of the past; and although it

of Lone Mt. Grange:
Mr·. Uutterfield
Mrs. Dubois
Mildred,
Charllna,
MlssSanford,
Mrs. Pheelan,
Mre. Martin,
Mr«.TlbbeUe,
Mrs. Pendleton,
Mrs. Crannon
Miss Spinney

thieve"

M attic Hull.
Eva Andrews.
Evelyn Elliott.
Martha Cushmao.
Barbara Cushm n.
Helen Akere
Alice Poor.
Ina Poor.

were

married April 11th.

Three deer were seen in the field back
of S. Taylor's barn Wednesday.
Dr. Wm. H. H. Briggs of Bangor was
last week arrested on the charge of murder and placed in jail, to await the
August term of court. Some weeks
since he was arrested on a warrant
charging him with manslaughter in
causing the death of Maud B. Taggart

of Masardis by a criminal operation.
He was then placed under $2000 bail,
and it is understood that County Attorney Patten had the warrant for murder
issued because of the small amount oi
the bail.

is

The Great Northern Paper Company

to build another
the West Branch o!

making preparations

large paper mill
the Penobscot.

on

WANTED.

^Working

Small farm within two miles of
South Paris Village, on main road.
Address, Vernon L. Small, FarmMaine, care of P. P. Tufts.

KÎ

FREEDOM NOTICE.
Notice Is hereby given that I havo thU day
given mr eon, Seward P. Stearns, hi* time to aci
and trade for btmself during tbe reunlnder ol
his minority; tb&t I shall claim none of bis earn
Inn, and pay no bill· of his contracting aftei
this date.

^looki

^ο^'ΓΓο. Ι.ΐΐ
-a? aaa* ."■?

Card.

S

iocai hie

ington,

Paris, Maine, April 21,1906
AUSTIN P. STEARNS.
Witness, Arthur E. Forbes.

*£&£%

Somer*worfh,teN.

^S^Mr.

G«fon^l
alJ

«J·^

At this time of the year
you may need an energizer.
Nothing like a identifie
combination of Beef, Iron
and Wine in which all the
virtues of Beef and an easily assimilated salt of Iron
are blended with a selected

Sherry Wine to form a
perfect remedy. The com-

bination is useful in Dyspepsia, Nervous Prost a
tion, wasting diseases and
all forms of Gereral Debility. 50c. the bottle.

BROOKS—The
Next to Post

Pharmacist.

Office, South

Paris.

Insurance.

W. J. Wheeler A Co. have been advised by nearly ail the companies they
represent that the terrible loss at San
Francisco will be paid in fall and that
the

companies

will not be in any way in-

volved in regard to their financial stand-

ing. Many

of the

foreign companies

have wired their United States Managors
to contribute aid to the sufferers in San
Francisco and both foreign and American companies will do their p»rt to alleviate the suffering in the stricken city.

SMYRNA MATS, 89c. and 98c.
Don't miss this showing of beautiful Rugs,

\

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

receive them

the usual whole·

pair of a design,
«3.75, «4.50, $4.98, «5.98

have but
at

one

SPECIAL RUG SALE.

nervous-

Prices

rugs?

purchase.

if jrou do not care to

even

»
and bcantific» the hair. ί
Promote* * luxuriant growth.
j
Never Fall· to Beitoro Grayl
Hair to its Youthful Color. I
Cur· Kalp di«ea**» * hair falling. I
|
flg.aod |l.UUal DrujgUu
Clean·*»

JOB PRINTING.
Atwood Λ FnrhM, South Peris

you look for a handsomer,
the
more stylish, or better made suit than this,
store.
this
at
it
find
more you won't
except
It's a Hart, Schafi'ner & Marx Varsity, and

The

nothing to equal it anywhere.
These suits are full of the new ideas in
good clothes. The coats have a permanent hair
cloth front, concave shoulders and hand tailored
collars.

We sell Hart, Schaffner &
Marx clothes because thev
make them this way.
No cotton with the H. S. &
J

NOTICE.
Tbe subscriber hereby gives notice that he
has been duly appointed administrator of the
estate of
WASHINGTON DEAN, late of Oxford,
In the County of Oxford,
deceased, and
All persons
bonds a* the law directs.
ivlng demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested
to make payment Immediately.
GEORGE L WILDER.
April 17th, 1906.

M. label.

Sven

H. B. FOSTER,

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
bas been duly appointed executor of the
last will and testament of
C. W. EUSTIS, late of Dlxlleld,
in the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against tho estate of said deceased arc
desired to present tbe same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make payment Immediately.
JOHNR. TRASK.
April 17th, 19.16.

NORWAV.

TRY

application

is

made

—

immedi-

C. Ε BENNETT.
ately.
South Paris, April 16, 1906.

before

Plow

EITHER

WALKING
are

FIRST PICK.

A

Syracuse

Vaults Cleaned.
If

buying and

or

styles and
best things in

All the

—

SULKY

be convinced

the BEST.

they

ARNOLD'S

'SPSSS'

1

BALSAM

Cholera Infantum

by.

P. A. SHURTLBFF & CO.

^PerteyMcAU.ter

^îr

Eow.

new

PAPERS!

WALL

Borders and Mouldings to match.
Prices range from the cheapest

the first

Spring Suits.
In the clothes
there

young

man

He

by style

alphabet

are

of

a

but five letters,

S=T=Y=L-E.

swears

and will have

only

Quality

is

men

the latest.

Smart

arc

prevalent as style and in College Clothes
two important factors.
Young men should

as

you have these
educate themselves up to the standard of excellence that
these garments enjoy.
They're here in many accepted
patterns at

Prices from $6.50 to 12.
COME IN AND SEE THEM.

J. F. PLUMMER,
31 Market

the best

Furnisher,

SOUTH

TVT AIJTB-

PARIS,

But the 5ame Old Management.
Wc have

of the
way,

Smiley

the stock, trade, fixtures, accounts and

good

will

Shoe Store and shall continue the business in the

same

old

It is

our

purchased

only hoping

purpose
everyone

to

give

to serve our

customers better than

the very best values

right.

Our

We shall carry the
you want hcie.

new

same

Do not

Trunks,

Ôags

possible

spring goods
•

large

forget

are

formerly.

and to

carry

all alike, ami

the best the market affords.

stock and you will be
we

use

sure

to

find what

full line of all kinds of" Foot-

a

Call and let

and Suit Cases.

us

prove

our

·

statements.

Goods.

Millinery, Gloves, Stocks, Collars,
Corsets and Fancy Articles.
MRS. E. A. HOWE,
9

MAINE.

Successors to

SMILEY SHOE STORE,
DPERA HOUSE

ALL· ARE INVITED TO CALL AND SEE
OUR LINE OF

SOUTH PARIS,

SQUARE,

QS MARKET

s

Fancy

gone.

The Ε. N. Swett Shoe Co.

Telephone Ι06·3.

Millinery

are

now

Dayton Bolster & Co.,

N.

wear, also

Square, SOUTH PARIS, MB.

and

pick.

and have
Don't wait until

Come

A NEW NAME

style-right—from
young
coat collar to trousers hem.
They duplicate the accepted
designs of the exclusive New York tailors.
College Clothes

for

or

more

there's

all Indebted thereto are lequested to make payment Immediately.
April 17th, 1906. JOSEPHINE DOUGLA8S.

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that she
has been duly appointed executrix of tbe last
will and testament of
ABEL IRISH, late of Buckfleld,
In the County of Oxford, deceased. All persons
estate of said dehaving demands against the the
same for settleceased are desired to present
ment, and all Indebted thereto are requested to
make payment Immediately.
MARY J. IRISH.
April 17th, 1906.

Maine.

Norway,

j

Sack Suit Style.

W. J. Wheeler & Co.

repeated

1

we

TAPESTRY CURTAINS in most desirable colorings
and «7.50.

YOUNG MEN'S

Iron.

Ï*E $

hepdrincipaiy

BOBBINETT DOOR PANELS, 75c. and 08c.
SPECIAL DISCOUNT on a lot of Curtains where

to the best.

Chapman ha. been returned ing Sunday.
I have been instructed by telegram
East Bethel.
Irving Linscott and family are spendFOR SALE.
from Central Committee of the American
ing their vacation in Massachusetts.
The ice has gone down river and ferry
National Red Cross to issue an appeal
Strawberry plants of the following
for the Vesuvius and San Francisco boats are all in use.
named varieties:
First Congregational church, Rev. Dr.
Bird concerts every morning beginsufferers. All contributions of money
Tennessee Prolific,
Early.
G.
minister.
Jamea
J.
roe
the
mm
oo,
eod
oooU
Morning
Tarr,
can be sent to F. E. Boothby, Treasurer ning at 4 A. M.
Medium.
Haverland,
worship at 10:45, with sermon by the
Mrs. G. Norman Sanborn and little
of Maine Branch, Portland.
Medium.
8enator Dnniap,
pastor.—"Ruth and Naomi, or FriendMbs. Ecuene Halk,
daughter Hazel visited her parents, Mr.
Late.
Sample,
ship Unfailing." At'1 KM) Dr. Tarr will
and Mrs. C. M. Kimball, last week.
President of Maine Branch.
Late.
Pride of Cumberland,
i. sfck with chicken deliver an address to the members of
Mr. Irving Kimball from Boston visitLate.
Commonwealth,
Card of Thaaks.
Peqnawket Lodge, I. 0. 0. F., and Pearl
ed here last week.
New Home,
Very Late.
Rebekah Lodge, in their hail. At 7:00
and
Mrs. Cyru.
23.
term
school
of
We desire to express onr sincere
begins
April
Chaplin.are
Spring
Tbe above named are standard variviaitingthelr wn, Fred Chaplin, in the regular Sunday evening service will
thanks to onr neighbors and friends for Miss Margaret Widden teacher.
be held in the church and the subject eties for the New England states and the
Mr. Insley Young from East Wey- *
their sympathy and kindness through
announced for last Sunday evening, plants are the best that It is possible to
sohool etndenU are
ΤΛ·
our great bereavement, also for the mouth is attending to farm affairs In
Plants will be ready to set from
ing for weir annual entertainment to be I ••The March of the Minute-men, or Apr.
this place.
beautiful dowers.
15tb. Place your order
19, 1775," will be the subject for this
Mrs. R. C. Clark and two sons, who
Mb. and Mbs. J. J. Mcbphy.
ay 1st to May or
address,
E. H. Pratt wa. one of the evening. Good music at all of our ser- early. Call on
have been spending the past month here,
Grace Mubpht.
0. 1. BENNETT,
returned to Lynn, Mass., Saturday, the judge· atthe South Pari· High School vioes. Ton are cordially invited to atLisbeth Mc&phy.
South Paris, Matas, j
oontMt.
1 tend.
81st.
Rosa M cap ht.

Wghf

we

WHITE NOTTINGHAM CURTAINS, not a poor design, at 69c„ 87 l-2c., «1.00,
11.50, #1.75, «2.00, «.75 and *3.50 per pair.
ARABIAN, $1.00, 11.25, «2.50, $3.00, $3.25, $3.75, and $4.00 per pair.
WHITE MUSLIN CURTAINS, 50c., 79c., 87 l-2c. and $1.25 per pair.

NOTICE.

For Sale.

-JiTto 1St·

I

who suffers with indigestion,
weak stomach.

Jr., guardian.
ADDISON E. IIERRICK, Judge of said Court.
A true copy—Attest:
ALBERT D. PARK, Register.

Wine and

fiBeon.»

SC,Tbere

iesigns for ordinary prices. The reason for this is,
(
iirectly from the importers so we can sell them at about
iale price and get our regular margin.

Beef,

1Ju

«wSrSi'sS
o' CiS
tiru»"y

ook for, is here.

(

ness or

To responsible party, farm house
Also agent for Harrows, Cultivatand barn, with chance for garden, Good second hand Concord wagon,
and pasture for cow if wanted. Two Lock & Jewell wheels, long distance ors and Scrapers.
axles and patent shaft couplings.
miles from South Paris.
Ο. K. CLIFFORD,
N. M. ROWE, South Paris. Price $40. Inquire of
W. O. FROTHINGHAM,
South Paris, Me.
South Paris, Maine. 24 High St.,

"sm"dUb^'°o.io

WCbSkjudkins

themselves to eagerly
many women have accustomed
the pretty and dainty
see
It will surprise you when you

so

Just one little tablet out of a 50 cent
box of Mi-o-na before meals for a few
or more pretty
Why not brighten the home with one
days, and you will soon regain perfect
eat
to
able
health and strength, and be
will please.
anything digestible without fear of
stomach difficulties. «
AXMINSTER RUGS, 30x72, sold for $3.87, now $2.50.
So reliable is Mi-o-na in curing all
27x60, sold for «2.49, now «1.75.
forms of stomach weakness and troubles AXMINSTER RUGS,
that P. A. Shurtleff & Co. give a signed AXMINSTER RUGS, 18*30, for $1.00.
guarantee that the remedy will cost
RUGS, all wool, 30x60, sold for «2.07, now «1.98.
nothing unless it cures. Mi-o-na sells SMYRNA
for 50 cents, and is invaluable to anyone SMYRNA RUGS, all wool, 26x54, sold for $1.50, now «1.19.

GUY Α., MARY J. AND LEROY C. BUCK,
minor heirs of Nellie E. Buck, late of Woodstock, deceased; petition for llcensc to sell and
convey real estate presented by Charles H. Buck,

TO LET.

co.don.^'om^

J
ûfL S

Nothing ie more important to Paris
than the good health of her people. How
can they fill their place in this busy
town unless they are well?
No one trouble is responsible for more
nervous ills, sleeplessness, general debilrheumatio
MARIA B. MANSFIELD, late of BrownfleUl, ity, weakness, back-aches,
deceased: will and petition for probate thereof pains, even ill-temper and peevishness,
presented by Lorlng B. Giles, the executor than indigestion.
therein named.
Fortunately, a combination of remeNANCY H. TOWLB, late of Porter, decease! ; dies, called Mi-o-na stomach tablets, has
A.
Francis
that
be
Fox,
license
granted
petition
been discovered that absolutely cures
administrator, to convey real estate according to
health and
contract preaented by George Anlrews, party of indigestion and restores to
the second part to such contract
strength the whole digestive system.
JAMBS G. DAVIS, of Canton; final account The use of Mi-o-na is a safeguard against
of Geo. A. Wilson, guardian, presented for al- many ills; it acts directly upon the gaslowance by Annie B. Wilson, executrix of the tric
glands, restores perfect action to the
will of said Geo. A. Wilson, deceased.
organs, aids the assimilation of
digestive
ESTELLA M.JUDKINS, of Bethel; final acfood, and so strengthens the whole digescount presented for allowance by Edward W.
tive system that you can eat anything at
Penley, guardian.
time without fear of indigestion.
EDMÛND T. MAINS, tate of Mason, de- any

Llllle Thomas.
Tbe subscriber hereby gives notice that she
May French. has been duly appointed administratrix of the
Emma Moaney. estate of
ZENAS W. 11 ALL late of Mexico,
The Methodist people will soon open In tbe County
of Oxford, deceased, and given
their church to preaching as the con- bonds as the law directs. All persons having
ference has sent a man to break the demands against tbe estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
bread of life to them.
all Indebted thereto are requested to make payThe honey eat at the Universalist ves- ment Immediately.
LINNIE M. HALL.
try last Tuesday evening was a financial April 17th, 1906.
The
success, and was well attended.
NOTICE.
in
society expect to have preaching early
The subscriber hereby gives notice that she
June.
has been duly appointed executrix of the last
will and testament of
GEORGE A. WILSON, late of Paris,
Byron.
In the County of Oxford, deceased. All persons
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Marden bave re- having demands against the estate of said deturned from East Bethel where they ceased are desired to present the same for settleand all indebted thereto are requested to
were called by the serious illness of Mrs. ment,
make payment lmmedlatelv.
Marden's brother, A. J. Peare, who is
ANNIΕ Β. WILSON.
April 17th, 1906.
now eome better.
for
NOTICE.
Mrs. Jotham Shaw started Monday
The subscriber bcreby gives notice that she
East Winthrop to visit her parents. She
administratrix of the
has
been
Mrs.
duly
appointed
ber
was accompanied by
daughter,
estate of
Nellie Taylor, of Roxbnry.
UELVIN DOUGLASS, late of Porter,
Geo. Taylor has finished work for In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
All persons having
bonds as the law directs.
I. W. Mason.
the estate of said deceased are
demands
Herbert Lohnes and Myrtle Easter desired toagainst
present the same for settlement, and

West Sumner.

We are glad to welcome Mrs. Mary J.
Pulsifer home again. Sbe spent the
winter at Anburn with relatives.
and daughter
Hattie Bease
Mrs.
Marion of Bryant's Pond are spending a
with
Mrs.
Bense's
parents, Mr.
up woodpiles is now the few days
and Mrs. Moses Dow.
E. J. Marston of Brunewick, who has
been visiting his eon, Dr. £. J. Marston,
returned home last week.
Elias Johnson of Livermore left Freework lor Mr. S.ao cirpen enog, man Farrar's Monday with a herd of
cows, several of which he bought of A.
hebeiogthe »me mao
weU Ui M. Gary of this place.
Horace Farrar swapped his cow with
«»< -*
Mr. Johnson and secured a âne Jersey
»'
»r? heifer.
The spring term ot school begins
have passed over here recently, headed
the North Pole,
Monday taught by Miss M. A. Heald.
Ε. E. Field of West Paris was in town
ing to get there before the arr val
l Lieut
Wednesday.
l'eary and company.
Jim Tuell has lost a valuable sow and
A book of 130 pages now lies before
us, the title page of which leads as foU pigs.
lows and explains itself: The lown
The S. B. R. was entertained ThursRegister
Waterford, Albany, Gree
day by Mrs. W. T. Bisbee. Shakespeare
*
East Stoneham. 1900. Compiled was the poet. Current events, Mrs.
l.ii
rjavis Brunswick, Maine. Ella Chandler. Recitations were given
by Mrs. M. P. Heald, Beulah Bobbins,
and others. After the regular reading,
guessing contests occupied the time.
tory in
Alphabetical puzzle, Mrs. Ella Bonney;
bird puzzle, Mrs. M. P. Heald, were very
think is rather steep for a book of tb amusing. Refreshments of cake and ice
All voted it the
cream were served.
order «d .«ck.r. liveliest club of the season.
<toon will be if not indeed already started.
Hebron.
Deer are reported as
An Easter concert was given in the
in some places, but not in thievicinuy

On Thursday evening, Hiram Lodge,
K. of P., No. 39, held a meeting by
special dispensation aud initiated a candidate in the degree of Knight, the deThe
gree team using the long form
lodge numbers over one hundred members, sixty of whom were present. The
Grand Keeper of Records and Seal, WilLlverroore and Hartford—Supplied by G. J.
ton! Ricker, Esq., was present, and was
Palmer.
Amiover—To be supplied.
well pleased with the work of the team.
Baldwin and Hiram—J. M. Potter.
An oyster supper was greatly enjoyed
Bethel, Mason and Locke's Mille—F. B.
Schoonover.
by all present. On Friday evening, April M
church Sunday evening.
Bolster'* Mills and South Harrison—Supplied 27th, the lodge will visit Pine Tree Lodge
We learn that Judge Bonney is in the
Fred Cole has moved back on to hie
D.
A
Tuttle.
by
and work the degree of
of
Portland,
Buckfleld— Abe! W. Pottle.
place at the City, and is now at work on place for a few weeks.
Denmark and Sandy Creek—To be supp'led.
Knight.
Ο G Whitman's etable.
Mrs. Fred Sturtevant was called to
The road is again gullied near the
Kryebunr ami Stow—Ε. F. Doughty, supply.
We extend our congratulations to Mr. New Sharon Tuesday by the serious illMechanic (Tails and Mlnot—Hose* Hewitt.
Samuel L. demons hill, near Saco River,
ness of her uncle, Mr. Cbas. Thompson,
Merrill of Nor.., 0»
Sewry—'To be supplied.
and the road commissioner has placed a
arrival of their girl baby. Mr. aged about SO years.
Norway—C. *. Brook*.
to
Oxford an>l Welchvtlle—W. T. Chapman.
a
wall
is
bank
derrick, and
building
The ladies' circle met Tuesday.
Merrill came so new
Hum ford—To be supplied.
Our supervisor of schools, Miss Grace
protect the road and culvert.
Kumford Fall»—G. A. MarUn.
South Paris—How urd A. Clifford.
Bumpue, has secured Miss Alice Blair of
South Water ford and Sweden—Supplied by K.
Rockland to teach the school in the
Oilead.
9. Cud-worth.
academy district.
West l'art»—'Thomas Whiteside.
favorable
More
spring weather.
Kezar Falls—H. A. Peare.
The trustees of the academy have
Mud is drying up.
caused a plank sidewalk to be laid beRev. D. F. Nelson, who has been at
Mr. and Mrs. F. B. Coffin went to Nortween the post office and Barrows Lodge.
West Paris, goes to Conway, Ν. H.
way recently with their son Ëarle.
I hear the Easter concert was very
Wilson's Mills.
Twenty Thousand Dollars Damage. much enjoyed by the audience, though
C. T. Ffk has gone to Kennebago to
it was a rainy day.
work for E. S. Bennett.
FOBT
HILL
Colds are still quite prevalent. Miss
CUKUICAL
FIKE IN TU Κ
buried his wife the , Mrs. Archie Bennett and her brother,
Florence Richardson has quite a severe
COMPANY AT Bt'MKOKO FALLS.
first of January, liXM, and being feeble A. 0. Wilson, were up on a visit at their
one, and is obliged to remain from
in health he broke up housekeeping an
brother's, C. I. Wilson's.
school.
Elihu Leavitt is boarding at D. C.
With hi. son Isaac in
At Rumford Falls Thursday morning
Mrs. E. R. Bennett went to Gorham *e f
Mille
ha.
been
ever
Bennett's.
He
two alarms in quick succession brought Thursday returning Friday.
failing
H. W. Fickett and his sister are stopthe entire Are department to the plant
Mr. and Mrs. E. Bennett invited their
of the Fort llill Chemical Co. The blaze friends to a sugaring off Tuesday evenping at John Olson's since their late unfortunate accident at Milan, as he has no
was in the cell shed, a three-story wooding. All went home well sweetened
The building after
en building 55x75 feet.
way of getting around except by the use
enjoying games of crokinole.
of crutches.
was completely gutted.
The loss is estiE. S. Bennett was over from Kenmated by the company at $20,000, well
Locke's Mills.
Cole. Mr. Jodkioe nebago a few hours Saturday week, Askcovered by insurance. Repairs will be
new landlord at
the
Frank
Cummings,
made immediately.
and wife were both worthy member, of ing his saddle horse Mollie back with
takes possesssion the Greenwood
him.
The tire was well handled by the de- Mount Abram Hotel,
Baptist church.
the 23d.
Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Wilson visited their
partment. It burned fiercely, and was a Monday,
Oxford.
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Bartlett are both
son, Cuvier, and Peter Bennett was a
spectacular blaze.
Miss Laura Pratt of
on the sick list
Ranter .ervice. were held at the guest of brother, Ν. K. Bennett, the
No Power Development This Year. Portland is visiting them.
Conerexationalist church with ®Pe®,al past week.
Archie S. Cole of Albany is visiting at
A thaw at last.
and exercise, by the Sunday
The Gorham Mountaineer is authority
for the statement that the Gilead power W. H. Farnham'e.
of
G.
of
friends
J.
A
number
the
Brownfleld.
were no service, at the Μ. Ε.
project of the Berlin Mills company has Coffin's
family called on them Monday church, Rev. Mr. Chapman being absent
The snow is nearly all gone.
been abandoned, at least for this year.
The streets are quite dry in this vilIt seems that it was going to be impossi- evening, the 16th. Mr. Coffin and family
Oxford
ble to develop anything like the power leave tnis week for their new home at
lage.
Falls.
Mechanic
Mr. R. Linscott has moved into his
that was at one time anticipated (4000
Mrs. Ernest Mason is quite sick. She
new house.
Is now having a stable"
horse power), later surveys reducing it
of teeth out some three
built.
to 2400.
A dam high enough to develop had a number
has been very sick since.
Mr. W. Johnson is soon to commence
the former power would in high water weeks ago and
have backed the water up Wild River so Her mother, Mrs. Wesley Cole, is caring
building his house.
Mr. Garland has moved into the house
Η
that the Grand Trunk bridge would have for her.
They wUl
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Frost have return- Visit their
he recently purchased of L. R. Giles.
been under water, it is said.
*>n, John D. 8.
ed from their wedding trip and are jo.ton, and other friend. In MawaOn acconntof the storm Sunday the
the followboarding at the hotel.
Easter concert was
Aid for the Sufferers.
The Methodist Appointments.
There are few changes in this vicinity
in the appointments made by the M.«ine
which closed
Methodist
Conference
Monday of last week. The appointments for Oxford County and neighboring churches are as follows:

For which

AGAINST MANY ILLS.

ceased; final account presented for allowance
by J. Hastings Bean, truatee.
ELLEN TOOTH Α Κ EB, late of Dixfleld, defew
a
in
town
will
be
in
Mr. Besse
ceased: first account presented for allowance by
John
mill
near
Toothaker, administrator.
his
after
look
to
building
lays
Black Brook.
HIRAM W. FIF1ELD, late of Paris, deceased;
for allowance by Annie
C. A. Dresser has exchanged bis stand final account presented
B. Wilson, executrix of the last w'll of Geo. A.
in the village, once used as a store and
Wilson, deceased.
i>ost office, with E. J. Pratt for his home CHRISTABEL AND TBEKNA E. BBOWN,
farm.
of Mason; final account presented for allow0. 0. Damon is having all three men ance by J. Hastings Bean, guardian.
»n do at the old Ripley mill which he
DELIA LONGSTAFF, late of Bumford, deceased; first and final account presented for alpurchased some weeks ago.
J. A. Thurston's mill crew at Roxbury lowance by Margaret A. bherrlffs, executrix.
Pond sawed sixteen cords of birch into
SYLVESTER EMERSON, late of Fryeburg,
one and three-fourth inch strips in one deceased; final account of Geo. A. Wilson prefor allowance by Annie B. Wilson, exesented
week.
last
one
day
jay with one stripper
cutrix of the last will and testament of beo. A.
The Oxford North Agricultural So· Wilson, deceased.
:iety will bold its fair Oct. 3 and 4, GUSTAVUS C. PRATT, late of Paris, de1906.
ceased ; final account of Geo. A. Wilson, adminMrs. W. S. Newball is making an im- istrator, presented for allowance by Annie B.
Wilson, executrix of the last will and testament
provement in ber bouse. She has bad of Geo. A. Wilson, deceased.

bonnets" presented by the young ladies

Rev. F. B. Schoonover attended the
M. E. Conference in Portland, and has
returned to Bethel for another year.
The students of U. of M., who are at
home for vacation, were tendered a comMiss

SAFEGUARD

PROFIT BY THIS AND FIND

dining-room sheathed IDA F.
GRANT, late of Canton, deceased:
and papered, also a hardwood floor laid, will and petition
for probate thereof presented We Do all Kinds of...
which is ornamental and looks very fine. by Frazler J. Grant, the executor therein named.

Northwest Bet he'.—Miss Mason.
North Bethel—M Us Farwell.
South Bethel—Mies Shillings.
West Bethel—Miss Kendall.
West Bethel Flat—Miss Stearns.
Middle Intervale—Mise Russell.
Milton Plantation—Miss George.

Tork last week to spend

CURTAIN SALE

TO PARIS

Presentation of class gift to school—Shirley
Suueil.
Cists Ode—Grace Kendall.
Committee to purchase gift—Chairman, Mabel
3ieason, John Carter, Marlon Dyer.
Charles Dennison Kellogg, so well
known as not only an imitator but a
reproducer of bird language is to give an
entertainment in Odeon Hall Saturday
jvening, April 28. This will be a unique
ind rare entertainment. Mr. Kellogg
jpende his summers at Nature Camp
ind is one of the most remarkable men
3f our times.
Schools will open Monday:
Village—Mr. Brown, Miss Twaddle, Mies Andrews, Miss Richardson.
ber kltoben and
East Bethel—Miss Whldden.

assisted by Miss Louisa Chase, anil a
very happy hour was passed.
Miss Mary 1. Mellen, who has spent
A paragraph going the rounds of the
friends in New Haven,
Maine papers notes that the next govern- the winter with
home Monday morning. :ars.
or of Maine will have the opportunity Conu., arrived
bv Miss M. Rose
of changing the political complexion of She was accompanied
West Bethel.
who will remain here
the Maine Supreme Court if he so de- (iiles of Portland,
"Sow all through the luuae from the roof to the
week.
a
for
the
sires. The names of four of
judges
cellar,
Dr. Charlotte F. Hammond, who has
The soap anil the acrubblng-brueh revel all
whose terms expire during 1907 and
in
Caliwinter
the
of
a
of
one
spent
day;
As
portion
190$ are then mentioned.
has recently been in New My wife In a garb that w.>uld shame Cinderella,
these four is a Democrat, and the four fornia, and
With
duster am! mop wildly leaps to the fray.
returned to The Beeches last week. Now
judges whose terms do not expire are York,
gayly the whttew ish-brush, dashing and
The last dancing school will be Friday
most that the governor
splashing.
the
Republicans,
Impartially splatters the celling and fljor;
could do would be to leave the court evening of this week.
The children, the glassware and china are smashThere will be a May ball at Academy
Furthermore,
divided
politically.
eveuly
ing;
1st. A
Spring cleaning Is making me weary and
the terms of two out of the four expire Hall, Tuesday evening, May
sore."
on the 2d of January, 1907, which is the good time expected.
\lbert L>. Littlehale, who has been
"The rivera have burst their lev chains,
day the legislature meets, and the
And again flow freely along,
teaching in the Whittemore school, is at
governor will not be inaugurated until
The birds In the forest trees now awake
ill with pneuTheir praises In cheerful song;
the 3d, so that the nomination of their his home in North Paris,
and the school is closed.
Thj mountain stream* now freely bound
successors would seem to be properly monia,
an

The roads are getting dry on the prinilpal streets; but little frost in the
I (round.
ausic.
Farming will soon be here. Several
Mrs. Gerry Morgan died at the home
>f her father, Charles Tidswell, Satur- 1 live already begun.
Schools will begin Monday, the 23d.
lay morning, after a long illness of
uberculosis. Funeral services were ! lèverai changes in teachers. Mrs. Alice
teld at the Congregationalist chapel Thurston has charge of the schools as
llonday afternoon, Rev. C. N. Gleason ι luperintendent.
The sap season is about over. Not the
>filiating. There was a profusion of
but
lowers, and amid these Easter emblems isnal amount made this spring,
vbat has been made is of superior
he was laid to rest.
Friday Mr. John Heath died at the < luality.
Married, in Andover, April 8, Olney A.
tome of his brother, from which place
lis funeral was held Sunday afternoon. Harrington and Miss Hattie Harding.
Wm. Gregg has nearly finished sawing
The class parts bave been assigned for
/rood with his gasoline engine. He has
:ommencement for Gould Academy:
1 tawed an immense quantity of wood.
Salutatory—John H. Carter.
ololst and the choir rendered special

j

looked very attractive, having dainty
souvenirs at each plate and also beautiful flowers.

members added. A bfcsket of
lowers in memory of Mr. and Mrs. Mun·
oe Wormell and one in memory of Mrs.
iwift, were among the Easter deooraions. In the evening there was an
Sitter concert given by the members of
he Sabbath School. Jane Gibson was
even new

THE GREAT

IMPORTANT

PBOBATK HΟΤΙOK··
Γο all peraons Interested lu either of (he MM·
hereinafter mined :
At a Probate Court, held at Part·, In and
tar the County of Oxford, on the third Tuesday of
AprlL In the rear of our Lord one thousand
une nnndna and six. The following matter
tiavlng been preaented for the action thereupon
Hereinafter indicated, U U hereby Okdkbxo :
That notice thereof be given to all person· Interested, by canting a copy of thla order to be
Oxpublished three weeks successively In attheSouth
ford Democrat, a newspaper published
In said County, thai they mar appear at a
Paris,
ι tew courage, and the many millions of Probate Court to be held at said Paris, on the
1 nmber is in a fair way to be gotten out third Tuesday of May, ▲. D. 1906, at 9
the clock In the forenoon, and be heard there< rith
dispatch. Seldom has the water of
on If they see cause.
1 tept up as it has this spring. The
MARY E. ELLIOTT, late of Porter, deceased :
Thurston Brothers are hustlers and they
will and petition for probate thereof presented
1 tave the monopoly of the streams.
by Ansel S. Alley, the executor therein named.

Andover.
Dathil
The band oonoert and danoe vu a
Notwithstanding the mln of Baster
and a
lunday very good audienoM were pre·* ι ucoeM socially. ▲ good crowd
nt at the Easter servi ces In the several f ood time-was had.
The yonng ladles of Lone Mountain
hurohes. At the Congregationalist
hurch special music was rendered bj ( (range gave a drama entitled Sunbonand
he ohoir with Mr. Pushard soloist, ι ieta to a crowded house. Ice cream
["he sermon was appropriate for Easter· ( ake were served, after which the band
ide. At the Universaliat church the { ;ave a social dance.
The warm days gate the river drivers
loly communion was administered and

West Paris.
were muoh oonoerned to

THE OXFORD BEARS.

BLOCK,

■

Telephone

NORWAY, MAINF.

11Β·β.

PLUSH UP ROBES!

received the largest line of plush robes ever displayed
1 bought these robes at a bargain before the advance in
price and I shall give my customers the advantage of this low
price. Call and see the elegant patterns and get my prices beI have

in

just

town.

fore you

buy.

IAMES N. FAVOR· HARNESS^ 8ΠΓΟΒΕ,ϋ0ΚΕΛ
OX MMn flit··

Norway,

CASTORIA F«wuaiiëaiÉ»

TkJUM ïwHiwAfiin Until

g""*.
<*

Maine.

jTj7

L. Swift continues very ill
»3rford gemocra fr II hi·Herbert
home on Elm Hill.
~

aiUTHPAKIS.

South Paris has

There will be a skating rink in N<
Hall, Thursday (Fast Day) evening.

Commencing October 1,1*».

'·

Factory, Shurtleff's Grain Mill, Maxim' ^

Toy

Mill and Two Houses Gone.

»<>"■ rAX"

Mrs. J. D. Haynes gave a tea party
a few friends
»«n i-astl -& Si *· *·· dlkU*; 9 *° A*1 t..
Saturday evening, and
435 p "-lU"y·
'·
delightful time was enjoyed.
v> A.M.. d.ur; srxr.
·,
The trustees of the Methodist chun h
will bold their annual meeting in tl
m>cth farm roeτ orric*.
veetry next Wednesday evening.
0®e#H««*= 7»A.».to7«F.«.
Rev. A. R. Crane, D. D., of Hebro
cauacua.
.ideational Church, Rev. A. K. BaI .. will preach at the Baptist church ne:
•l
Sunday in exchange with the pastor.
TRA««

Hot Blaze

.^«pcSuaday;^ •'•»··^·

THE NORWAY

DEPARTMENT

FIRE

ASSISTED IN

FIGHTINQ Tfl

c

FROM

FAR

PARTLY

$30,000,

r.

ί^ι®4 *»Γ «.. pray·» «»·« v
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Γ
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The normal class of the Baptist Sui ,

mi

vice

at

Christ

church, Norway,

Thursday, April 26, at 7:30.

ο

a

Advertised letters in South Paris poi t
ffice April 23d:

î

There will be a Fa»t Day service Tbun
in the Methodist vestry t ,
which all are cordially invited. Let u s
be true to the best custom* of our an

day evening

J

restore.

The King
District
"Improvemen t
League" will have a session Friday a t
p.
μ
when
the
superintendent wil I
ν
ii». r*^*»a· lebeàafc LoOer. Sc
β* ***■ i give an illustrated address on
Jroo.l A»-! fourth
Italy an· I
*
the Mt. Vesuv.us eruption.
Λ
Κ Klinsll Ρ«·1. N0. 14ϊ>· me®1 t
of
1
eac
VîrI *«unlay evealn*.
Mrs. Hiram Chase, whose serious ill
d Mali
KaBet Con·» mert! in , ness was recently noted, died Wednes
-at .r
evening» of cach month, I] day at the home of her son, George Ο
Chase, in the Whittemore District, a !
i',r'. (»r-»nicv. from May 1 to Oct. 1

...

•r 1 ,t

,

Siwrlay, (lurlna tto. [ the advanced age of 56 years. Th< ;
every bmiunlk), li I funeral on Friday was attended by Rev
H. A. Clifford, and interment was in th<
"
-*«ο*Λ Μ·1 fourth MoniUye 0
family lot in the old Chase neighborhood
ν i* —Stony Brook Lodge, No. 18! near Stearns Hill.
V
ι an 1 fourth VTedoea-lay evening.
The game to have been played on tin I
ViWln Lodge, So. 31, meets even fair grounds Saturday forenoon betweec
Hal..
f- ».· venlng at Pythian
South Paris Grammar School and Nor
returned to South 1 arit way Grammar School was called ofl
M
after the teams arrived on the field.
the tirst .'f last week.
The Norway team had several men not
jjr> Kred E. Hall Las been spending attending their
grammar school and as
in
Portland.
week
ist
thi· ι
Paris had confined itself to a strictly
ν
ι sbeth Murphv is teaching the grammar school team they refused to
Richardson Hollow. (»reen- play.
,u

,h"l

-.;he year,

"χ

\V ! Wheeler returned the tirst of
New
las; week from a business trip to

Wheeler, Harvard '00. has

Hur-v M

sending

a

vacation of a

week at

h me.

Mr*. I., li- Carter has returned from
η where she has been for several
weeks.
Kev 11. A. Clifford will deliver the
Mem r al Day address at East Stoneham

l}J>t

The st. .res and offices in South Paris
will be closed all day next Thursday,

Fa<t Day.

Edward L. Greene took some Rood
til : graphs of Friday's tire and of the
ruins, and they are on sale at >hurtleS β.
\

Spofford,

K'irh

>·graduate

Un at

home
vacation.

ourse

during

who is taking a
in Harvard, has
the past week on

Mis- Mabel Brooks has gone to begin
ther term of school in Stoneham, in
which town she has taught for a number .»f terms.
Mt Pleasant Rebekab degree team are
toluvea rehearsal Wednesday evening
,,f this week and it i· hoped all mem
bers will be present.

way
on mi

nobody

»

great loM without

small gain.

people did
count

»

a

The »tr«wt rail-

large buunea· Friday

of the tire.

K'bert Paternop, who ha* recently
Wen : red in Norway, ha* bought the
Λ Κ llarr w» blacksmith shop on Mam
Street, and will run it.
Κ >iiurtleff wmhea to thank all
wh *»> -ted in «aving hi· property, alao
t<> announce that he to «Mil '■ bun neon the .>ther side of the street.
A

|*®n J1*

J

Ancient Lu<lnitrk Lud|(v of Mu<>d·
;n Portland is preparing to celebrate iu
It will be the 17th
eotennial in June
V4»»oic lodge iu Maine t<> pass the century mark.

Λ tLodern up to-date hotel is to be
>wett, wh«> le in the aursea built at Narifeutville the ciiming fteason,
Newtoe
at
nt
tra
i.-* Khooi
hoapital
c...t.ug fcftumu. The hotel will be calli· «pending a vaca- ed the Narjjeotville Inn, and will have
I w.-r Kail*. M*»a
t
h *ith the family of her father, Benaccommodation* for about 10» guests.
\1

·.■«

»

i.iTf

>wett.

Alien

Wheeler went to Bangor Thur·Ia* » th the Shriner». A meeting of
ν -1 Temple.
Mystic Shrine. »w held
iierettiat uight, aud a special train waa
r η (η·η> Portland.
W

J

Elmer K. Nile* of Dryden, in Wilton,
ha» been appointed by Congressman
I Little field to the Naval Academy at
stood the highest
I \nnaj.oli». Mr. Niles
in the recent examination for the appointment. held at I.ewiston. Donald
H. Fuller of Rockland was named as an
alternate.

► rλιιk I*. Burbank i· building a nice
*«· in 4iorhaa,
H., for a resident
ί tl.at town.
He and Mrs. Burbank
Poland Spring broke all records on
• «■nt there the first of last w«ek, and
of water week before last—
shipment
will b· there through muit of the turn- I sixteen carloads averaging from 175 to
200 cases to a car. One carload went
ti# San Francisco and
Dr. K. B. Clark and family have mov- through direct
A big business in
**
tr .m the house of W. L. Φιγγιγ ou others to Chicago.
water has been growing up in
ïli^li .street into the rent former!ν occu- Poland
in Rome and Florence
pii-Ί by George W. Fro»liinghara over Italy, especially
the
ie store of W. O.
Frothingham, in the and in southern France, along
Riviera.
Njuare.
Alton H. Macomber of Saco, aged 42
The Seneca Club have their annual
was found dead Monday night by
meeting in the parlor at Hotel Andrews years.
barn.
over his
tins Monday evening, following which his wife in a chamber
bad almost severed his head from bis
a banquet will be served in the dining ;
draw-shave.
A jolly time is anticipated to body with a carpenter's
rocrn.
close the delightful meetings the club Macomber was a prosperous express
man and teamster, and for some time
has enjoyed through the winter.
lias held the city street sprinkling conL. L. Edwards and wife of Otistield tract. He leaves a wife and two chilliave been engaged to take charge of the dren. No reason for his suicide is
town farm for the coming year, and known.
tliey entered upon their duties the first
After having been confined for more
of last week. House furnishings were
in the state prison at
put in order, and the house was ready than twenty years
Thomaston, where he had been sentenc'te occupants by the last of the week
fire
It is expected that either four or five ed to life imprisonment for setting
A. Newcomb declared
to buildings,
«ill be cared for there at present.
that he bad lived long enough and made
Κ ben
Kilborn of Bethel, who owns an attempt to end his life in the prison
the lot on Pleasant Street between the
workshop Monday. With a knife of hie
residence of S. P. Stearus and Gary own making, he slashed at his throat
Street, has some men at work on the lot aD<l stabbed himself in the thigh in an
grading it and building a bank wall at effort to cut an artery. Both strokes of
the street line. Although Mr. Kilborn the knife made severe wounds but
admits nothing in regard to the matter, neither will prove fatal. A second knife
it is probable that he intends eventually was found concealed in the
prisoner's
to build on the lot.
boot and he declared that he would try
who is
Don't forget that there will be a food again to kill himself. Newcomb,
years of age, was convicted of
sale at Good Cheer Hall next Saturday now
tire to a building in Carrael at
afternoon. April 28th, at 4 o'clock. AH setting
and was given
uting food for the sale are asked to night, August 22, 1SS3,
have it at the hall as early as 2:30 so that the unusual sentence of life imprisonall food will be ready for the sale at the ment.
Opening. All who wish to purchase
Base Ball.
beans at the sale are asked to leave their
order with Mrs. Irving Andrews as early
as
tlKHKOX ACADEMY J51 ; P. H. S. 3.
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Thursday night.

A concert will be given in the Congregational church Friday evening of this
week by the Bates College Musical Club,
assisted by Mrs. Louise Bitters, soprano,
and Mrs. F. E. Pomeroy, reader. This
will be a treat for all lovers of music.
I tie net proceeds will go for the benefit
of the South Paris Grammar School, and
the artists are secured through Principal
1 omeroy of the school.
In view of the destruction

by Friday

morning's fire, a meeting of the board of
for that evening.
trade was called
here was a good attendance, and a
general discussion of what would be
necessary to ensure the re-establishment

the burned out industries here. As
it was found to be yet too early to get a
lull grasp of the situation, the matter
was left in the hands of a committee to

investigate and report at
ing.
Mr. and Mrs. J. J.
ed to Salem, Mass.,

a

future meet-

Murphy were callWednesday, by a

telegram announcing the serions illness
of their son, Albert L. Murphy. Thej
started immediately, and arrived in time
»<> he knew them, but he died on Thurs1
The cause of death was acutc
ay.
pneumonia. The remains were brought
'•ere, and tb* funeral Saturday after
noon was attended by Rev. J. H. Little
Mr. Murphy had been in Saleui foui
years, and had been employed as con·
cluctor on the Boston and Northeri
electric road. He was 20 years of age.

e*P1®,natl?°i?*_

oui™, Âg-»tchm.»

«Jo-

M.

There's
v.raeb.Kiv

f

"►
and the
twisted
mains of a portion of the walle of : d
»
th®
two houses. And even at that,
struction was not so great as at one tim t
it loudly threatened to be.
The buildings entirely destroyed wer t
the grist mill building, so called, ο
Main Street on the bank of the Littl 3
Androscoggin River, and the sash ani i
blind factory of S. P. Maim,4 Son, o:
the same side of the street but on th )
other Bide of the stream. The grist mil I
building was occupied in front by A. *
Shurtleff with his grain mill, and th !
rest of it was occupied by the Masoi ι
Manufacturing Co., manufacturers o F
toys. The houses ruined were the homi >
1
of Walter P. Maxim, which stood
short distance from the Maxim mill, an I
th<
the house which stood across
mill vard from the grist mi l. owned bj
the True estate and occupied by M ;
Jennie Skillings and George M. Eldei.

"By

this year.

,,

1

The origin of the fire was evidently ir
the lower part of the Mason Manufactur
ing Co.'s plant in the grist mill building,
and the only known
that it caught around the boiler oi
had bM M»
larly employed by the company until two
nights before the fire, when the régulât
watchman was taken sick and una1>,e
work, and as there was supposed to be
no fire left in the building over night at
this season, and the insurance company
did not require the employment of a
a substitute was not put on.
The Women's Circle of the Baptist watchman,
Wherever the tire started. or bowevet
church gave a very pleasant supper and
it had been smouldering before Jt
entertainment last Wednesday evening. long
was discovered, it burst into tremendous
Un the program were musical selections
activitv as soon as it became manifest.
by Miss Toltnao. Mr. Chesbro, Mrs.
Chief Engineer Charles W. Bowkerof
and
the
orchestra.
and
Smiley
Readings
the South Paris fire department had the
were
Mr.
impersonations
given by
fortune to be in at the beginning of this
Kdward J. Quinn of Portland.
Mr.
fire. Ile is also one of the selectmen of
Quinn has been here before and we cau the town, and that
morning got up about
assure him of a very hearty welcome
5 o'clock and went over across the river
when he comes again.
^
to see about some road v*orkThe drama,
Force of Impulse," to went over the bridge by themills he
be given for benefit of the Congregational noticed nothing wrong, and he thinks
Christian Endeavor Athletic Association, this was not more than ten minutes beis under good headway. Rehearsals in fore the tlame was pouring out of all the
the hall begin Wednesday evening, April windows of the toy factory. Ile went to
2*»tb. and it is thought that in about the house of E. W. Mason opposite Kenthree weeks it will be ready to be pre- nev's mill, and finding that he was not
sented to the public although the date at home, went back immediately and
has not yet been fixed. A particularly went down Oxford Street a short
strong cast has been secured, including unce. About the same time Mrs. K<>Mr. George Briggs, Mr. Lee Dunham, nello Edwards, at her home on Oxford
Mr. Walter Maxim. Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Street, thought there was too much
Barnes and others. It bids fair to be a smoke showing over the buildings in the
I direction of the toy factory, and she
great success.
called her husband who was milking. He
was
a
There
good turnout of Odd
to Mr. Bowker. and they went toFellows and Rebekabs Sunday afternoon .poke
gether the short distance to the factor),
for the Odd Fellows' anniversary Sun- !
to find smoke and tlame bursting out of
day services at the Congregational all the window·. Ε. N. Haskell, who
church. About one hundred members
live* next the Congregational church,
..f the two orders were present. Re*. J·
was about the same time coming out to
II. Little assisted in the service. The
the street to investigate the smoke, and
«.ermoo wan bv the pastor. Rev. A. K.
the men shouted the alarm to him. He
Baldwin, from the text. And whatever went into the church and
rang the bell,
«hall compel t bee to go a m de. go with
and the village began to wake up. The
the
closest
two."
him
It commanded
bell struck at 5:20 a *.
attention throughout, and was a most
The response was prompt, and in a
effective »etting forth of the principles
very short time at least half the populaami spirit of the order.
tion of the village and all the
■PP*"
ratus was at hand. The tire •t*r*ed
Maine >ews >OlU.

WcM «1.

Jo

qujf*.

work

meet»

J

York.

accomplished

a

heaps
machinery,

Mr» l>aiM Brm tley.
Mr M.«· Mitall.
M. L. Fwttll, cirl.
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Fire

destruction at South Paris Friday mon ιHay School will meet at the church ve ing, and where at 5 o'clock there ha il
been two woodworking establishments, a
r
try Tuesday afternoon at four o'clock.
mill and two residences, one c f
grist
The
Kt.
Rev.
Robert Cod man, Bisho Ρ them a
,1
double tenement, at 7 ο cloc
«
of Maine, will hold a
con tir mat io » there were
an i
of burning
y

Paris High School base ball team opened its season last Saturday as advertised,
but it was not in a blaze of glory. Their
opponents were the team from Hebron,
and the teams presented a very attractive appearance as they came on to the
tield, each team appearing in new uniforms. The uniforms of the Hebron
■
team were white with a green H η the
left side of the shirt, while Paris wore
uniforms of silver gray with a garnet Ρ
on the left side of the shirt.
Of the game itself, perhaps the less
said the better. There were no fast
plays on either side, Paris seeming to be
unable to pull off any, and their weak
batting gave Hebron'few chances to
show what they could do. Paris offers
no excuses for their defeat.
They were
outclassed and besides played very ragged ball from beginning to end.
Next Saturday P. H. S. will play
Bridgton High School on the high
school grounds. They are not at all
discouraged over their first game and
feel sure that they will be able to hold
their own

against Bridgton.

Good Service Rendered.
The South Paris Fire Department are
very thankful to Geo. Hathaway, chief,

and all

men. ben

of th)

Norway

Fire

Department for tiieir woik at our recent
tire. The Dre would not hare stopped at

the True tenement house if it bad no!
been for the Norway Fire Department.
We also are very grateful to all whc
worked so bard on the engine pumping,
Never did outsider· do any more vain
able work for our village. The ladiei
were very thoughtful and kind in pro
▼iding coffee. I am very pleased witl
all of the fire department in staying and
working hard until order* to be relieved
Not one shirked his duty.
C. W. Bowkck, Chief Engineer.

MUCH

( harles B. Stanley of Peru was com
muted to jail last week on the charge o:
bigamy, being unable to furnish th< (
bond· under which he was placed t<
await the October term of court. Stan
"arried in December, 1904, t< (
if η
r*'a Addie Lovejoy of Peru, and hai
The ar
en employed on the railroad.
rest was made on complaint of a forme
wife, to whom be was married in 1900, ii
We wish to express our sincere thank: 1
*edford, Mass., his name then beirn
all who s< 1
Charles B. Standish. He say· he sup to our friends, neighbors and
on* goodi 1
posed hi< first wife was dead, but hi ι kindly aided in removing
fire.
marriage certificate, recorded in Peru during the
Mb. axd Mbs. Ο. M. Elder.
I
•ay· thla was hie tint marriage.

the middle of the building, which was
200 feet long and three stories high _The
front end. occupied by A. E. Sburtleff β
*rain mill, was divided by a solid partithe other port. .0.1 Id th. «Γ..0
mill there was only some smoke, so that
it was possible t«. get out practically a
the grain from the ground tiooi-. as well
am the office tittings. even including the
The interior of the toy factory
«aie
was a raging furnace, and all that could

f™„Vm

be got out
office.

was

a

few little

things

in

the

against.

very few minntes several streams
on the burning building
and on the others which were in danger.
In addition to the hydrant streams, the
old Pacific hand tub was brought down
ail'I set up just across the street at the
end of the dam. At first there was some
trouble in working it, but it was soon
straightened out, and for two hours or
more did good service.
In about half an hour after the alarm
was given the roof of the building began
to fall in, and a fresh supply of some
kind of fuel in the interior sent the flaraee
booming up through with redoubled
force. The wall of Maxim's mill toward
the fire, on the other side of the stream,
was blazing, and it was very quickly seen
that nothing could save that. The heat
had driven the firemen away from every
part of the building where the fire started
except the front wall, and it began to look
as if there was a fierce fight ahead on
each side of the river.
When the danger began to be apparent,
the Norway fire department was summoned by telephone, and the Lewiston
fire department was asked to send a
The steamer was got ready to
steamer.
ship, but by that time the fire was seen
to be under control,'and it was not sent.
There was nothing
hysterical about
these calls for help. When they were
sent in there was about as good a chance
for a genuine conflagration as the place
It was so hot with the fires
ever saw.
on both sides that there was no getting
across the bridge for some time, and it
looked as if the fire might sweep both
sides of the street on both sides of the
river for a long distance. The planking
on the bridge was considerably burned
on the side toward the mills, and it was
necessary to turn the hose on it a number of times.
The Maxim mill burned very rapidly,
and was fiat before the other one was.
Only the hardest kind of work saved the
saw mill of L. S. Billings, acroe* the
street from the Maxim mill. The front
of the mill smoked for a long time, and
the only way It was possible for the firemen to work on it was to use doors as a
shield against the heat of the Maxim
mill. These doois were almost continuously on fire, but the Billings mill
It was so hot that bunches
was saved.
of green pine shingles piled against the
front of the mill were charred in spite
of all the water that was put on.
The house of Walter P. Maxim stood
up the street from his mill, the rear end
of the house being only a short distance
from the mill. It *waa not long before
the front of the house was on fire, aud
although most of the main part of the
house and a portion of the ell is still
standing, it is practically a wreck. The
house had been cleared before it caught.
When the fire in this house was got under control, the course of the flames on
that side of the river was stopped.
In

a

playing

past six the Norway fire decime in wiUi the "Oxford
of hose, and
Bear" hand tub and
As the main
was greeted with a οηβφ
part of the griat mill building had then
the
intensity of the
gone down, so that
heat was a Utile leas than it had been,
▲t half

partment

LEAST

DECIDED

BT

NIGHT'S MEETING.—CURFEW

LAW MADE.

It is settled that South Paris Village
Corporation will build no electric light
plant at present. Tuesday night's meeting fixed that. There was an evident
desire to do it if possible, and the voten
were very loath to let go of"the proposi-

INSURED.

mill,
hope of holding the fl Γβ
there. Perhaps half the lumber fro m
the shed had been taken out and carrii >d
across the yard when the heat dro
everybody away. The lumber whi< ih
bad been carried out burned soon afb r.
ward, and a barn which stood in tl ie
rear of the mill yard, full of baled hi IV
and straw, went up in smoke witbo jt
any possibility of putting water on it.
The house belonging to the True t e.
tate, standing across the yard from tl ie
mill, was also doomed. It was clean id
before it caught, and the best possib Ie
work was done on it by the firemen wil h
several streams of water, but only pa rt
of the walls remains. Here the fire wi le
held from going farther in that directio
The house of Mrs. Lizzie Morse, sépara [.
ed from the True house by only a fe „·
feet, was cleared, but was only slighti y
with the

damaged.

stand up and directly advocate the establlshment of a plant. It took near!;
two hours and a naif to complete the
business, but the meeting was not

characterized by fierce discussion of the
subject pro and con—rather by an apparent lack of knowledge as to what wai
the best thing to do.
Interest in the matter was manifest by

to the corporation would be liable t<
seizure to pay them.
S. P. Maxim had a good word to aaj
for the gas producing power plant, say
ing that he believed it waf the coming
power, and bad already been demon
strated to be a more economical method
of naing coal than by making steam.
After a little further discussion the report of the committee waa accepted, and
the meeting passed to the consideration
of the next article In the warrant, whict
wu to see if the corporation would τοU
to establish € lighting plant. A motioi
was made to pass over the article, and t
number of voices voted for the motion,
but enough voted against it so that the
moderator gave it aa his judgment thai
the motion waa lost.
The article thus being open for action,
but no one appearing to have any thins
to suggest, there waa a slightly awkward
pause. Finally N. D. Bolster stated thai
he thought the committee were unanimously of the opinion that there wu
water enough at Biscoe Falls to take care
of all the lights we should want, bnt
that whether power conld be furnished
for motors as wanted without running
He
short of water might be a question.
thought we might aa well be paying
interest on bonds aa to pay money for
street lights to an outside corporation,
but did not say that he was in favor of

the way the hall was filled with voters at
the time for the meeting to begin. Corporation Clerk Ε. N. Haskell called the
meeting to order promptly at half past
seven, and after the warrant was read,
Walter L. Gray was elected moderator,
receiving all but one of the votes cast.
The second article in the warrant was
to see what action the corporation would
establishing a plant.
take relative to the report of the comMr. Wright expressed himself as derait tee on lighting plant, and under this
opposed to incurring so large an
cidedly
article the chairman of the committee, indebtedness as would be necessary, with
the
X. D. Bolster, presented
following the conditions and prospects as they are.
report:
After some more general discussion,
Franklin Maxim suggested that it would
to light the village with keroReport of the committee to consider be possible
>
the expediency of establishing a munici- sene lamps.
Mr. Wright finally moved, to get a
pal light plant for the South Paris Vilvote on the matter, that we do not eslage Corporation:
at the
On April 11th, 1905, a meeting of the tablish an electric light plant
present time. The motion was carried
corporation was held for the purpose of on
a show of hands, there being a good
accepting the act of the seventy-second number
in favor and very few opposed to
legislature of Maiue entitled ''An act in
relation to the South Paris Village Cor- the motion.
poration, and to establish a system of
municipal lighting." On May 5th, 1905,
Under the article relating to the corthe corporation appointed a committee
poration
by-laws, some additions to the
of seven to take into consideration the
been
had
preby-laws, which
comThe
whole electrical question.
pared by Mr. Wright on request, were
X.
D.
W.
L.
of
Gray,
mitte consisted
and adopted. Some opposition
presented
Bolster, J. H. Bean, W. 0. Frothingham, was manifested, but there was no
L. S. Billings. S. P. Maxim, James S.
lengthy discussion. The by-laws adoptWright, and John A. Scott was added to ed arp as follows:
the committee at the meeting of July
Section 1. No child under sixteen years of age
I4«h. The committee organized with N. shall be or remain upon any street, allcv or lane,
D. Bolster as chairman, and W. L. Gray or In anv «tore, shop, or In any other public placo
In Souih I'arls Village Corporation In (he night
The corporation also au- time
as secretary.
after nine o'clock In the afternoon from
thorized the employment of a competent Mav lit to OctolwrSist, l>oth Inclusive, or after
test available the hour of eight o'clock In the afternoon from
and
to
eiaroine
engineer
both Inclusive, of
to
On July 14th at a meet- Noveinl>er 1stunlessApril »4h.
water powers.
each year,
accompanied by a |>arent,
committee
the
of
the
a legal custodv
other
or
having
corporation
iug
person
guardian,
made a report in regard to Biscoe Falls, of such minor, or unless the emp'oyment of such

1

plenty

they made a run aoroaa the bridge and
joined the fight on the east side of the
river. The engine waa set near the

other one, and in a very short time waa
throwing water. It was well manned
from the start.
On that side of the river too the fire·
men had plenty of work cut out for them.
In the beginning there had been an ai
tempt to clear out a lumber shed whioli
stood near the south wall of the burning

raser λ herif

Bon.
In Sooth Parle, April 19, to the wife of Hiram
N. Potter, a daughter.
In Hebron. April », to the wife of A. C. Be)

■on, a daughter.
In Norway; April 16, to the wife of Soott Mer
rtU, a daughter.
In Brownfleld, April 10, to the wife of C. Κ

Hill, a daughter.

wl7S8iiKg& Ητ·

Wayne Knit Hosiery,

The Kind That Wears.

Married.

Pony stockings,

Died.

We also have the celebrated Gordon D}e Hosiery, that
have had such succets with in years past.

we

Our line of Underwear is
ton

Lady's gold watch, about ίο days
ago» gold letter S on fob. The finder will report at Democrat Office.

Shurtleff &

are

much

the old numbers at

A

LOST.

goods

complete. Although

now

higher we have been
last year's prices.

VESTS

ioc.

to

PANTS

25c.

to

able to

cot-

secure

$1 00
$1.00

Come in and

line of Union Suits.

good

IN THE COUNTRY.

LINES

STRONGEST

TWO OF THE

years.
In Bethel, April 13, John Heath.
In Locke's Mills, April 18, Charles Jadklna,
aged about 73 years.
In Paris, April 16, Herbert W. Record, aged
M years.
In Fryeburg, April 15, Lorenzo Walker, aged
M rears.
In South WooJstock, April 16, BeDole Wilson,
aged about 36 year».

by F.

make, for misses and children,

same

for 25 cents.

In Pari·, April IS, Mrs. Ellura Ann, widow of
Hiram Chase. aged 8S years, 7 months, 18 days.
In 8akm, Mass., April 19, Albert L. Murphy,
formerly of South Paris, aged 26 years.
In Bethel, April 13, Mary Tide well, wife oi
Gerry Morgan, aged 22 years.
In Canton, April 13, Parker Wyman, aged 6«

Try Them.

Prices 25, 33, 35c.

Hubert Lohnee and

Meanwhile one of the pluckiest figli
of the day was being made to save tl 0
Co.
A.
Guaranteed
buildings of S. P. Maxim, which stan à
on Highland Street at the
BY
f'ATAHHH
SIMPLE WAY TO CORK
top of tl e
steep bank which rises from the mi
HYOMEI WITHOUT STOMACH DOSING.
yard.. It was terribly hot up there, an ™
It is the height of folly to doae the
in case of an ordinary fire the building s
stomach with internal medicines to cure
would have been protected by a bydrar 1
nasal catarrh. It cannot be curcd except
stream, but as all the fire apparatus wa 8
the catarrhal germs that are present in
busy elsewhere, it fell to Mr. Maxim an
the nose, throat and lungs have tiret been
a few others to take care of the situ:
killed.
tion with a garden hose and ladders an ^
Direct local treatment by breathing
pails. The bank was all burned ovei •
Hyomei through the pocket inhaler that
and the paint on the buildings blistere ^
comes with every outfit, is absolutely
and charred, but the buildings still stanc •
necessary to kill the catarrhal germs and
though Mr. Maxim, who, by the waj >
prevent their growth and formation.
worked on a ladder just as if he wer 8
The soothing air at Hyomei heals the
not 79 years of age, has a badly blisterei 1
smarting and raw membrane of the air
face and hand as eouvenirs of the occs
in the nose, throat and lungs,
sion.
ills off the catarrhal germs and rids the
As eoon as some reduction of the hea
of
the last traces of catarrh.
system
made it possible to work at the rear ο '
The complete Hyomei outfit consista
the mill, streams were put on to save tli
of a bard rubber inhaler which can be
lumber of the Mason Manufacturing Co.
carried in the purse or vest pocket, a
hundreds of cords of which were then
medicine dropper, and a bottle of Hyostuck up to season. The piles were bum
mei, and costs only one dollar, while
ing, but the tlames were subdued, ant '
extra bottles can be obtained for -V)
the bulk of the lumber was saved. /
cents, thus making it the most economisuch
be
to
street,
It
make·
necessary
minor
upon
building in the yard, which contains con so called, as follows:
as
or lane, or in such atore, shop, or public cal treatment for the cnr« of catarrh,
alley
siderable machinery belonging to Mr
Mr. W. H. Sawyer of Lewiston exam- pUce after said hours.
well as the most reliable.
is
also
Hawkins,
Sec. 2. To al<! in the practical enforcement of
standing.
ined Biscoe Falls property, and reported
K. A. Shurtleff Λ Co. poaitively guarby law. It I· hereby ma>le the fluty of the
in writing that the minimum tlow on the thisIre
used ίο ac«Ulcer, or officer·, of μΙΊ village corpora- antee a cure when Hyomei is
po
as low as
tion, or hi* successor* In office, to cause the bell cordance with the simple directions on
By half-past seven it was seen that th< driest day of the year might be
to
be
In
saM
village
in
ordichurch
and
on
the
Methodist
fire could be controlled, and an hour anr 10.7 at 75 per cent efficiency,
the package, or they will refund tb#
at 75 rung Immediately after the c'ock on said cburrh
a half later the Norway fire department
"Hiis certainly shows their
nary dry weather 45.3 horse power
money.
•tr Ikes the hoar Indicate·! above.
be
developed Sec. 8. Violation· of secUon one of this bvlaw faith and belief in the virtues of Hyomei
went home. Several streams were kepi per cent efficiency might
three
line
not
82.0
horse
or
exciting
•hall
lie
hour
by
punished
day,
at work through the day, and a watcli for a twenty-four
ilollars for each offence, with costo of prosecu
has been kept constantly on tbe ruins. power for a twelve hour day.
(ion.
owner, wrote
former
S.
Mr.
J.
Sec. 4. No person shall pile, deposit or place,
One hydrant stream was kept at work
Clapp,
he conld ut cause or permit to be deposited. piled or
on the ruins of the toy factory a good that he never saw the time that
32-inch Hercules placed, any rubbish, woo·!, roel, merchandise.
part of the time until Sunday night, not develop with bis
l!»t. Impediment or obstruction of any kind,
when what remained of the fire wa« wheel 100 horse powt-r for twelve hours upon or over any sidewalk or street eroding,
nor so occupy or obstruct anv sidewalk or stnvt
in each twenty-four.
practically drowned out.
roost η r as to Interfere with the convenient u»e
Mr. E. W. Grow wrote the committee >f Ih· same
Nothing but praise is heard for the
by all persons passing thereon, nor
a
•hall any person deface or render filthy any aide
work of the tiremen and all other help- that the privilege at Snow's Falls, in
125
•a
k
of
water,
by willfully and maliciously spitting upon
developed
ers, and though it is possible to discuss very low run
jr depositing tobacco ink* upon the seld walk
what might bave been done to check the horse power, with a 40 foot head.
Any
ifter mlng notified by the police officer
tire by different management, there is a paring this with Biscoe Falls with a 27 person violating this section snail I* punished by
85
costs before
horse
dollars
and
three
Falls
not
Biscoe
Une
exceeding
foot
head,
gives
general feeling that, had as the calamity
inr trial jurtloeor the judge of the municipal
is—and it is the worst one South Paris power, as practically the same amount of -ourt having jurisdiction
has bad in a great many years—we have watfr runs at both places.
Mr. C. S. Humphreys of Madison, who
reason to be thankful that it went no
L. At
Before the meeting adjourned a comhas been engineer for the committee,
farther than it did.
mittee of three was appointed to act in
In some respects it was a favorable feels positive that the minimum horse
HILL.
PARIS
with the corporation assesstime to fight fire. The weather was power will never fall below an average injunction
for
street
secure
terms
to
ors
in
one
lighting,
any
comfortable, so that the firemen could of 75 horse power per day
ind report at a later meeting. This comwork to their full efficiency. There was week.
mittee consists of James S. Wright, A.
comthe
14th
this
meeting July
At
almost no wind, and a little shower durin a weir W. Walker and A. E. Shurtleff.
ing the night had dampened the roofs, mittee were instructed to put
Biscoe Falls, and have an accurate
so that there was no trouble from dying at
cinders. If that terror had been added gauge taken of the amount of water
iNUKWAÏ.
to what we already had. it would bave flowing. Late in July Mr. R. N. Hall
went to Biscoe Falls and built a permabeen a wild time for South Paris.
Dr. Bial P. Bradbury attended the
nent weir in a most practical and satismurder trial at Augusta this
THE LOSSES.
factory manner. Mr. George A. Jack- week as an
expert witness.
Tbe largest loss, and the one which in- son commenced to take measures of
Ralph I. Trask has accepted the posidirectly affects more people than any water flowing over the weir at this time, tion
of foreman of the packing room at
other, is that of the Mason Manufactur- and continued through the low water
B. F. Spinney A Co.'s shoe factory in
ing Co., but it is impossible as yet for period. From these readings and from
and will commence work at
Mr. Scott, the superintendent, to give any the readings of a temporary weir put in this place
He has taken a three months' vaince.
accurate estimate of either loss or in- May 13th by Mr. Humphreys, we have the
on account of his health.
surance.
Tbe loss is probably not less following results: From May 13th, 1905, cation
A. J. Stearns has announced himself as
than 915,000.
As the insurance is in to Jan. 22d, 1900. the lowest horse power
Ε. E.
ι candidate for representative.
blanket policies which include the lum- was 77.0. The highest one was 225.99
Andrews has retired from the contest.
ber, it is not yet known how much of it horse power. Readings could not be
H. F. Andrews, of the firm of H. F. Λ
is available on this loss.
About sixty made above this figure, as when the
Ε. Ε. Andrews, is in the West this week
men and women were employed in the
water was highest It poured over the
for horses.
j
If you keep cows you need a I
factory, who are of course thrown out of top of the measuring board of the weir,
Henry J. Bangs has commenced
U. S. Separator to make them I
employment in the midst of the busy so it could not be correctly taken.
will extend I
It
;ions
on his new piazza.
season.
The committee have also estimated
yield the biggest profit. It will
:he length of the house. Mr. John Β. I
The grist mill building, with the lot the cost of establishing a plant at Biscoe
!
make the most money for you be- I
Qazen is in charge of the work.
and water privilege, was owned by Has- Falls, and the cost of operating expenses,
cause it skims cleaner than any I
C. 0. Scribner has sold his place at the
kell A Webster of Lewiston. They had together with an estimate of the income.
the J. W. Parker homestead, to W. I
other separator. It will save you I
$.'1000 insurance on the mill, and $300 on They have also estimated the cost of a Falls,
Ë. Cooper of Pari·. Mr. Cooper will I
more than any other because it Β
the barn in the yard.
gas producer plant, by the Olds Engine Hove on to the
his
eold
place as be has
needs less time, labor and repairs ■
A. £. Shurtleff, grain dealer, reckons Co., together with an estimated cost of
farm.
He bad $2000 running expenses and income.
to run it. Look a U. S. over for I
his loss at about $3000.
They Paris
Herman L. Home is having his store-1
insurance on the stock in the mill, and have also received a proposition from
For sale by
ρ
yourself.
and
lot
the
on
louse
repaired
tannery
$300 on the hay and grain in the barn, in the Mechanic Falls Electric Light Co. to 1
His store house light South Paris, details of which are slapboarded.
Wheeler's agency.
A. J.
The M. E. church people are much I
acroes the street has recently been com- submitted as a part of this report.
leased that Rev. C. A. Brooks has been I
West Paris,
N. Dayton Bolster,
pleted, and a portion of his stock was in
-eturned to this church for another year.
Walter L. Gray,
that. His business is continued there.
WHO ALSO SELLS
is the right man in the right I
Brooks
Mr.
W. O. Frothingham,
The loss on the True house is $2000,
)lace. He is doing a big work with the
and there was an insurance of $1400, in
J. A. Scott,
idriance, Piatt & Co.'s Mowers, TedNorway church and will continue so to I lers. Rakes and Harrows, Syracuse
L. S. Billings,
Wheeler's agency.
lo.
J. IIastixgs Bean,
S. P. Maxim A Son lost $5000 on their
Sulky and Walking Plows. Disc and
Mrs. Jabez Budden and a few friends
Harrow
James S. Wright,
house linieh mill, with an insurance of
Jut-out Harrows, Standard
Methodist conference at
1 attended the
S. P. Maxim.
Jo.'e Tools, Wheel Cultivators and
$2000, in Wheeler's agency.
Portland.
Walter P. Maxim had an insurance of
Sprayers, Iron Age Tools, Corn Planters,
George Robertson, of Rumford Falls, I 70 Plows, Gasoline Engines, Repairs.
$000 on his house, and $300 on furniture,
to tlie report were toe 101β the new local manager at the Eastern I
Appended
A good part of
in Wheeler's agency.
estimates:
Telephone office. Mr. Leighton with I For
Paris.
in
the furniture was saved, but the house, lowiog
cost per year of running L,ewie Buswell, E. W. Dyer and George
Estimated
is
a
was
certainwhich
practically wreck,
to the
land
and
of
house
the
Cost
of
belonging
The
company's
water
plant $30,000: iVileon take charge
plant.
ly damaged to the full amount of the Interestpower
I, «state of the late Mrs. Sarah W. Hewett,
$1060.00 iow works in other places.
on #30,000 bond*,
insurance.
1800.00
Labor......
The many friends of Mr. and Mrs. I, lituated in the center of the village, has
100.00
T. F. Hathaway had an insurance of Insurance
Charles F. Frost were greatly pleased to 11 ;wo apartments of seven and eight rooms
335 on tools lost in tbe Maxim mill, and Depreciation anil repairs (5 per cent).— 1900.00
is in
tear of their re-marriage at Somersworth, I with sheds, large attic, &c., and
there were other small losses and damage
The grounds are
$4450.00
have many l· ixcellent condition.
on April 17th.
Yearly expense
They
Π.,
to hou^hold furniture lost or injured in
riends in Norway who wish them well. I < îxtensive, containing additional liouse
Estimated income from South Paris:
moving it.
Otto Schnuer has leased the Bartlett
$2982.93
circuit
Commercial
W. T. HEWETT.
1200.00 itore and will move into it the tiret of I
What will be done with regard to con- Street light*,
JAMES S. WRIGHT, Agent, S. Paris.
The Noyes store is too small for
tinuing tbe destroyed industries can not
day.
$4182.18
lis extensive business.
yet be definitely told. There is a strong
300.00
Power
Hose Co. No. 3 elected officers as fol-1
hope that they may go on with only such
$4482.93 owe:
interruption as the establishment of new
Foreman—M. P. Llbby.
plants may require, and there is a dispoFirst A est.—C. E. Ruitsell.
sition in the community to aid in all posEstimated cost per year of running gas
Aeet.—Frank Llbby.
Second
sible ways to accomplish that result.
I
producing power plant. Cost of plant
Property m in—Walter Chandler.
Certainly it is reasonable to expect that «20,000:
Hydrant man—Horace Cole.
i
Pratt.
Charles
First
Cordwcll,
the water power will not be allowed to
line—Royal
$1*00.00
Coal, average horse power 75
Second line—Phil DeCoto, Arthur Levrli.
remain idle.
1800.00
Labor
O. Russell.
Clerk—B.
700.00
The Mason Manufacturing Co., the Interest on $20,000 bondf
100.00
Ed Kneeland is painting and papering I
largest induetry destroyed, started its Insurance,
1000.00
and repairs
Depreciation
lis house on Maple Street. The house I
business here three years ago, and has
$5300.00 will also be painted outside later.
done ar large and increasing business.
Yearly expense,
James M. Palmer, who closed his work
John A. Scott is president and superinEstimated income from South Paris:
vith the shoe firm in this place as bead
tendent of the company, and Leslie L. Commercial circuit,
$-2982.!
1100.00 lookkeeper, this week, was presented I
Mason of Portland is treasurer and the Streetlights
with a Waterman fountain pen Tuesday I
largest owner, and spend· some time
$4082.93
the superintendent and the
«
here each week.
300.00 norning by
Power,
j
oremen.
Must you hold your paper at arms'
The building in wbich the fire started
Pink-1
T.
$4382.93
Karl Tower and friend, H.
—or a part of it—was built in 1830, and
length and then turn and twist, adThere was also read a proposition from iam, are stopping with Mr. and Mrs. F.
In
was used for years as a woolen mill.
just and re-adjust If? to get just the
vacation.
I,
a
week's
a
for
to
E. Tower
carry
1858 it was enlarged and converted into the Mechanic Falls company
the
Universalist
at
oncert
Easter
town
and
furnish
Paris
The
to
the
right light before you can read easiline,
a llouring mill, and a
portion of it has wire
was well attendever since been occupied as a grist mill, power measured by a meter at that point :burch Sunday evening
much pleased.
in reading ia one of
This
though the rear portion has been occu- at 5 cents per kilowatt, or a flat rate of )d. All were
Mr. and Mrs. James N. Favor and Dr. I
of
first
the
pied in turn by other manufacturing in- power for 25 candleatpower incandescents
eyesigns
S12.00 per year for 9. P. Jones and wife are to visit Bemisl
dustries, previous to its occupancy by for street lighting
is soon as the ice goes out of the lake,
j failure.
all night service.
tbe Mason Manufacturing Co.
Hsn't longer arms you need, but
The Browning Club met with Mrs. Dr.
A proposition from the Norway and
The Maxim mill was built in 1870, and
kind we fit.
has always been owned and run by S. P. Paris Street Railway for lighting the vil- Barker on Monday evening. Subject,
ice
to
wear glasses
lage we also presented. The rates were 'Benj. Franklin." Refreshments of
When
Maxim A Son.
begin
you
the same as those made at the time the :ream and cake were served. The next it is
that you begin
ι
off
com- meeting will be with Mr*. C. S. Akers.
in
1002.
The
abut
Akere Postmaster at Norway.
were
lights
when first needed will
The club rooA over E. F. Bicknell's I A little help
Hon. C. K. Litflefleld has notified the mittee also had a letter received that
to
leased
and
out
cleared
the
which
has
been
Olds
from
itore
strong all
eyes
people
keep your
contestants for the Norway post office afternoon
Railroad. This life. Care for your eyes and they
that he has recommended tbe appoint- reckoned the amount of fuel used as the Norway and Western
office for the railroad will serve
ment of Charles S. Akers for the posi- muoli less than that given in the estimate makes an excellent
you well.
[>eople.
tion. Mr. Stiles' time expires April of the committee.
us,
Have your glasses fitted
C. F. Whitman I
of
Courts
of
the
the
committee
Clerk
Judge
report
before
some
will
be
Following
*00.
It
days
27th,
be safe and satisfied.
Falls the last of the I then
Mr. Akers can be confirmed and secure some questions were asked and answer- was at Rumford
his bond. Probably tbe office will nol ed by the committee, and there was week on business.
The boys have again taken
some informal discussion, not very lively
be turned over to hira for two weeks.
Some one asked to hear 9f the ball ground east of Bridge Street.
THE OPTICIAN,
or definite.
from Hon. James S. Wright, and Mr. Summer is surely coming. It is rather
Appointment of Postmaster.
MAINE.
that Col. W. SOUTH PARIS,
Willis W. Waite has been reappointed Wright took the floor. He said that be unfortunate for the p'ayers
believed fully in the principle of munici- W. Whitmarsh is soon to break ground
post master at Dizfield.
The old barn,
pal ownenhip, but that conditions had here for a new house. town"
must soon
aince this matter was first "The oldest building in
Marcus Watson of Biddeford believei changed
For one thing, the same engi- give way to progression.
that he it the oldest printer in point ol agitated.
S. D. Andrews bas been confined to
neer who a year and a half ago made hie
service in the state. He has served β)
INof the cost of a water
his house some time this week.
estimate
power
consecutive years and is still in th<
Aaron Page has moVed from the J. L.
at 125,000, on account of the inplant
business at tbe age of 75. He begai
crease in the price of copper and other Home place to bis residence on Danforth
work at the trade January, 1845, foi
on
things now placed his estimate at 130,000. Street. Mr. and Mrs. Page carried dis»S
"The Union" published by Noyes
He questioned the sufficiency of the the old ladies' home until it was
thi
followed
has
and
in
Saco
Cowan
water power at Biscoe Falls for the posed of.
business up to the present.
F. F. Swan is janitor at the Universfuture usee of the corporation under all
from a alist church in place of Otto Scbnoer.
Dr circumstances, aid said that
Ο lasses on weekly payments.
Frank Kimball, for some time with A.
business standpoint the other proposiParmentor. Read mv ad.
tions were not attractive. The Mechanic L. Cook, is to take charge of work at S. it) Patent Colt, Velour Calf, Gun
Falls proposition, the committee had C. Foster's barber shop.
Moth» Gray's Swnt Powders fbr OlWrts,
Keith'· Konquerors.
C. W. Whitehouse of Lisbon Falls Metal in
been informed by experts, was not one
Successfully οββΊ by Mother Gray, nurse In tb
;
Children'· Home In New York, Cure reverts! which would be profitable for the village made hi· friend· a call this week.
ness, Bad Stomach, Teething Disorders, mov
Mrs. L. M. Lunt, who baa visited at
snd regulate tbe Bowels and Destroy Wormi corporation.
There was some more informal dis- Farmington for a week, has accepted a
Over 30,000 testimonials They never fail. At a
N. Greenberg Lisbon
and
droggUt·, SBc. Sample FRKK. Address, Allé cussion, and then J. H. Bean called at- position with
8. Olmsted, Le Boy, h. T.
tention to the fact that if a plant was1 Street, Lewiston.
it
of
E.
Everett
not
was
{
Fred
Mass.,
and
Melrose,
established
profitable,
Ask fbr Allan'· Foot-EM·, A Powder
could not be thrown into the bands of and F. E. Porter of Wollaston, Mass.,
It make· walking easy. Core» Coras, Bunions, It
growing Nails, Swollen and Sweating feet. A the bondholders as in the case of a were in tovs a few days ago looking
l>on't
*
SSc.
shoe
stores.
all druggists and
aocei
private oorporation, but that the bonds over real estate. They visited the Dr. I
South Paris.
any substitute. Sample FBI·. Address AUe
would have to be paid, and the property Heraey place in Oxford.
8. Olmsted, U Bey. X. T.

them.

see

S. B. & IS. PRINCE,
NORWAY, MAINE.

BLUE

STORES.

Good Clothes.
If You Know

Man

a

who wants a g<x d stvlith Spring
Suit, Κain Coat or Top Coat for $|S,
$16, $15, $12, $to, send him around
and there will he something doing at

Passages

our stores at once.

If you don't know of such
what do you siy to

a

man,

Coming Yourself ?
We

never

had »uch

easy time to

an

OCJt CLOTHING a» th.·
spring. Must be »ome rea«on for it?
vll
W

For Sale.

e

believe

customer*

our

you it'· l»ecaiise

will tell

:

The Patterns are Very Handsome and Neat
Iiffects,
Rocks. 50 cents for The Styles and Tailoring are Superior.
The Values are not to be Beaten.
setting of 13.

Eggs for hatching, purebred White Plymouth

Cotr^

Raymond

CREAM
SEPARATOR

U ·0·
Ο

j

I

COME AND PROVE IT TO YOUR OWN SATISFACTION.

wood,

hooper

opera-1

It was evident from the first tbat no
tire apparatus could save any part of the
building in which the fire started, but
some of the people entertained false
hopes of confining it to that building. It
reguired only a few minutes to remove
The factory was full of
those hopes.
kiln-dried lumber and goods in various
stages of manufacture, together with
considerable quantities of paint, varnish,
naphtha and other inflammable substances. which made one of the hottest
blazes this lire department ever got up
were

AT

tion, but with the estimates and figure!
which were presented by the committee,
no one seemed to have the courage to

FLAMES.—CAUSE OF THE FIRE NOT KNOWN.-LOSS NOT

η

»

80

TUESDAY

Miss Susie L. Porter, « ho tenches
Portland, is at home (or the week's ν
cation.

ORASD TKCîlK RA.Xl.WAT.

a

No Electric Light Plant at Present

I

F. H. NOYES CO.,

NORWAY.

IOUTH PARIS.

I
I

I

I

THAT

RUBBERS

FINEST

THE

SELL

WE

WE DON'T CHARGE ANY

MONEY CAN BUY.
MORE FOR THEM!
F.

J.

PLUMMER.

Tools!

Farming

Largest Line Outside the City.

ABBOTT,

South

Sale

11

j

Qet Your Arms
Stretched.

ly?

difficulty

approaching

Gasoline

Engines

rianure

Spreaders

International Harvester Co.
make.

Sulky Plows
Disk Harrows

to 15 horse power.

( JOHN DEERE.

ΓΛΙ

| fl

r-ψ

2

four different makes.

Plows, Cultivators, Spring Tooth
Harrows, Corn Planters, Potato
Planters, Webber Wagons.

A. W. WALKER &. SON,
South Paris, Maine.

k,right glasses"—the

right.

important

through
by

you'll

possession RICHARDS,

Spring Styles

When doing
you need, at

Oxfords

Bluchers

j

..

W. 0.

$3.50.

Bals

$4.

Frothingham,

so

remember that

as

low

This year

we

prices

as

have the

Hitfs Gloved,

Bute,

Score
We

j

Young Men

BALL!

BASE

we can

jou

largest

supply you

find

with

anywhere.

everything

Ball·;
Plate·,
vicinity.

and best asssortmcnt of

IVIa»ke,

Pooktf, &C., &C.,
make a specialty of

Spalding

can

ever

Heel and Toe
shown in this

and Beach Goods.

THE BEST HADE.

F. A. SHURTLEFF& CO.
2 Stores,
r.

A.

{} Maine.

IHUBTLEFr * CO.

CASTORIA

F.

▲.

IHtTBTLEFF * CO.

//ff J 7"*

For Infants and Chidnn.

Til VfU Ylii Hill Atiljl Bwitit
f

HOMEMAKEES* COLUMN.
Com-**.

Give the children Dr. True's Elixir regularly and they will
be active, strong and healthy. This safe vegetable tonic expel·
worms and all imparities of the stomach and bowels giving to
delicate, emaciated children pure blood, hearty appetite, healthy
sleep and healthful activity. It puts color in their cheeks and
brightness and happiness in their eves—making them well again.

rhen,ln

"Harry," «he aaid solemnly, "when I
I bought a book
Young Married

or

Women.' Iu that book it aaid 'Never let
early springtime theyare
your huaband -see yon fret If he does
catch you with red eyea and pink oheeka

Sî JS
the! evade hia solicitude and tell him that the
I
alhthe
any other
I drank
with
liable to be awallowed by
maVX.periJmea*
oin^v
ta
he"°
to follow thia advice.
culinarv I man.' I intended
flowers i"1"*
have
hiïî'i"»
that book and I'm
dollar
Γ pretty
The commonest way in wbio'hl I «pent
mine.
not going to alight Ita good advice."
the

old upon the city *treetsfor a
ilea a bunch, the housewife or
oung cook who hope· some day to be

a
lome

.nH

ouae

one

η
d,
allowing each

Pomini.Xi.
Dt. J. F. T«f« 1 Co. 1 bavr known your Elixir (or mor? than «0 y«*n, and haT·
tuccv··. 1 am taking it now (or indirection. Am têiiag
tueil it In my family with
ΓΚΚΚΜΛΧ GORDON.
much more than formerly and am gaining rtemti.
Sold byail draicri.Kc.Ml·.$UH. Wnteior (TMrtKioklct,*CluUmand Tkev Dur^tt*."

per/Set sp£iihen

are

coat

hand.

Corned beef and salt pork a specialty.
Fresh tish arrives every Monday afternoon and Thursday morning.

Am shipping live stock every week,
and paying full market price.

up stock.

T. THayerf

Chas. F. Ridlon,

MARKET

Wood for Sale.
Good four-foot

Comer Main and Danforth Sts.

J.

R. F. D. 2,

wood,

hard

BROWN,

S.

South Paris.

No appetite, loss ot strength, nervous
headache, constipation, bad breath
general debility, sour risings, and catarrh
of the stomach are all due to Indigestion.
Kodol cures Indigestion. This new discov- |
•ry represents the natural juices oi digestion as they exist in a healthy stomach. !
combined with the greatest known tonio
and reconstructive properties. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure does not only cure indigestion
and dyspepsia, but this famous remedy ;
cures all stomach troubles by cleansing,
purifying, sweetening and strengthening
the mucous membranes lining the stomach.
Dees,

Mr. S. S. Ball, οI Rarenswood. W. V*.. njv—
I wu troubled with sour stomach for twenty year*.
me and we are now usine It to milk

tpruce, Fir, and Poplar

«IHiterrd at any station.

Ε. H. PIKE,

MAINE.

WEST PARIS,

,

Kodol cured
lof baby."

Prepared

•tie. which sells for 50 cents.
by E. O. De WITT & OO., OHIOAQO.

Easlern Steamship Company.

Cocoa beans grow in

pods

Portland Division.

p.

They

$1.BQ.

L1SCOMB,
Wharf, Portland, Me.

use

the

highest

that

beans

cost

are

there

grown and
nothing in

Franklin

Agent,

six

ue than beef.

We

vi.

F.

tree.

contain

times more food val-

steamers

All cargo, except Live Stock, via the
steamers of this Company, is insured
against fire and marine risk.
J.

tropical

cate

of this line leave
Superb
Franklin Wharf, Portland, and India
Wharf, Boston, daily (except Sunday) at

7

the trunk

and limbs of a deli-

PORTLAND AND BOSTON LINE.
F«re

on

is

our cocoa

but cocoa.

via

That is why it is
the most delicious of

CALVIN AUSTIN, Vice President
and General Manager, Boston, Mast·.

Picture Frames

*uin ■. 10win ce.

and Pictures,
&

Crayon,

"To be a rude and noisy child
A maid should be averse.
Do everything you're told to do.
A romp! What could be worse?

welcome thy note, Ο merry

Tonsrae Twteter.

Swan swam over the sea. Swim,
swan, swim! Swan swam back again.
Well swum, swan!

J. WALDO

MASONIC BLOCK,

Telephone

ί *7.50
X> no
159.60
5? At
316.11
152.58
332.20
422.54
662 40
2P4.98
367.50
2xi.%
276.00
264.11
223 29
24U.OO
188.99
100 UO

j

*1120
P!„

13 20
27.HU
15*'
12 50
12 OU
10.80
10.30
9.80
9.60
7 20
8 75
9.40
4.20
7 20

ORAMANDAL SMITH.

State Treasurer.

South Paris, Maine.

Treasurer's Office.
Augusta. April 11. 1906
I'pon the following townships or tracts of Ian·!
not liable to be taxed In any town tlte following
a*se**menu for county tax of 1906 were made
by the County Commissioners of OXFORD
County on the 13th (lay of March, 1906:
$ 35.34
Fryeburg Academy Grant,
20K33
A, R. 1. Riley PL.
118.74:
An·lover North Surplus,
42.82
Amlover West Surplus.
235. 18
C,
113 52 I
C Surplus,
262.04 ;
No. 4, R. 1, Rlchardsontown,
4SS S2
No. 4, R. 2, Adamstowa,
273.42
No. 4, R. 3, lower Cupsuptlc,
311.2s
No. 5. R. 3. I'arkertown.
206.34
No. 4, R. 4, Upper < upsup'Jc,
l*»
No. 3, R 4, Lyuchtown,
168 13
No. 4. R. 5. Oxbow.
178.56
No. 4, R. 6, Bowniantown,
140.60
No. 5, R. 5, Parmachenee,
74.40
Bacheider's Grunt,

CHANDLER,

Builders' Finish !
I will furnish DOORS mil WINDOWS of any
ilse or Style as reasonable prices.

Also Window & Door Frames.

If In want of any kind of Flnlah for Inalde or
>utal<!e work, aen<l In your order·. Pine Lam
ber and Shingles on hand Cheep for Cash.

Planing, Sawing and Job Work.
itched Hard Wood Floor Boards for sale.

E.

STATE or M A I.TE.

W.

West Sumner

Eggs

Hatching.

Barred Rocks and
White Wyandottes.
a limited number of
Rose Comb Rhode Island

Also

Reds.

75c. per setting of 15.
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Hidden Fish: 1. Eel. 2.
No. 78.
8melt.
No. 70.—Beheaded Vessels: 1. S-COW.
2. C-utter. 3. G-alley. 4. B-ark. B.
«
S hip. G. B-rtg.
—

Nothing will relieve indigestion that is
thorough digestant. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure digests what you eat, and
allows the stomach to rest—recuperate—
not »

grow strong again. A few doses of Kodol after meals will soon restore the
stomach and digestive organs to a full
of their functions naturally.
Id by P. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.

Krformance

Henpeck—They can't punish
No one should
too severely.
have any sympathy for the man who
Mrs.

bigamy

Do

All smart up-to-date women of to-day,
Know how to bake, wash, sing and play;
Without these talents a wife is N. G.
Unless she takes Rocky Mountain Tea.
P. A. Shurtleff «ft Co.
think a man ought
to feel dead sure about the girl he is in

Briggs—Don't you

love with?

If ho did, he wouldn't be
ii love with her.

Griggs—No.

36

Job-

the stomach fails

a

together, or

close

ΙρΛΐ ΪοίηΗ0"?

be

? £
iver^hJ* n°m 1^ωβ

ΐηηβί °i 'm6

hSe It thi

orcâodl'éd

navqbc υ0',??1 ^
arnnSir

^intt v'o|ets,
°ι
cin/
yra?d

uTheon anndT,ythPring'

popular
hV6ry Tl°g'
μ! ?ι Τ lD8t0ad
ikeTioïeta Kft

Matilda. 1» that so?"
Mr. John Flea answered:

little Kodol Dyspep-

sia Cure after each meal will digest what
yon eat and makes the stomach sweet
P. A. Shurtleff à Co.

L
Mr. Squalls—Look here, madam.
want to know who is the master of this
house.
Mrs. Squalla—You'll be happier if you
don't And out.
A GUARANTEED CURB FOR PILES.
Itching, Blind, Bleeding, Protruding
Piles. Druggists are authorized to refund moneylf Paso Ointment falls to
ι
•oreis·to 14days. S0ow*.

All the good qualities of Ely's Cream
Balm, solid, are found in Liquid Cream
Balm, which is intended for use in

atomizers. That it is an unfailing cure
for Nasal Catarrh is proved by an everincreasing mass of testimony. It does
uot dry out nor rasp the tender air-passand
ages. It allays the inflammation
goes straight to the root of the disease.
Obstinate old cases have been cured in a
few weeks. All druggists, 75 cents, in-

cluding spraying tube, or mailed by
Ely Bros., 50 Warren Street, New York.
Mr. Gardner—Well, dear, how are the
tomatoes you planted?
Mrs. Gardner—Ob, John! I'm afraid
we'll have to buy what we need, this

^hree

«dding gradually as tbe almonds are reto a paste half a gill of
*ater, and any good violet perfume mixqu?ntitie8î then add one pint

pu™Ζ
duced
dîî,temUÎ water, and
if distilled
»/
pint of
the Julce of
large lemon aid
!fiS
when
of
the
sight
sugar;
lissolves
the water, add tbe other^nerane
suear

in

pack away
ir« ^ ûnd ίΓβ,θ2β;
Înd ice
then βω-ve in tall
jnd to ripen, and
'aying two or three'
fla88ee.and a green violet leaf
J-r?dviolets,
in salt

box of Witch
Hazel Salve that failed to give satisfaction the chances are it did not have the
name "E. C. DeWitt A Co," printed on
the wrapper and pressed in the box. The
original DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve
never fails to give satisfaction for burns,
eores, boils, tetter, cracked hands, etc.
For blind, bleeding, itching and protruding Piles it affords almost immediate reSold by F. A.
lief. It stops the pain.
Shurtleff & Co.
a

.u

the too of the contents of each glass
VIOLET

SWEET.

French fondant as for walmt creams, tinting it a pale violet with
t drop of grape juice, and flavoring it
with a drop or two of violet essence;
orm into flattened balls and press a
:rystallized violet on top, or on each side
>f the cream; set aside to harden. Or,
t walnut meat may be
pressed inio one
tide, and a candied violet into the other.
be
Crushed crystallized violets may
rorked into the fondant with chopped
>istachio nuts, the green of the nuts and
;he blue of the violet making a pretty
The flavor of either
iombination.
riolets or roses, added to olive oil, imjrovea almost any vegetable salad, and
:o secure the violet flavor for this pur>ose or for use in candies or confections
>f any sort, or in making desserts, delisate cakes, etc.,' lay the leaves of sweet
riolets in a thin cloth, and press heavily,
boroughly extracting all of the oil
>ossible; this oil may be dissolved in
tlcohol, but there are many ways of usng it just as it is without dissolving, and
;he home-made flavoring is considered
luperios to most that is on the market.
a

spell since.

Yours truly,
MRS. IDA M. NASON,
Clinton, Me.

The Kind You Have Always Bought, and which has been
in use for over 30 years, has borne the signature of
and has been made under hie personal supervision since its infancy.

Children who do not thrive on good
food should be watched for worms.
Use small doses of "L. F." until you

Allow no one to deceive yon In this.
**
All Counterfeits, Imitations and Just-as-good" arc hut
and
with
trifle
endanger the health of
that
Experiments
Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment.

get results.
The True "L. F." Atwood's Bitters,
35 cents.

system, relieves coughs, colds, croup,
whooping cough, etc. An ideal remedy

the

Children like it.
for young ana old.
Sold by P. A. Shurtleff A Co.

Photographer—Not such a
pression, please; smile a bit.

fierce ex-

also love her. and you

up and get
a few Early
little
Risers. These famous
pills cleanse
and give
bowels
and
the liver, stomach
the blood a chance to purify itself. They
relieve headache, sallow complexion, etc.
Sold by F. A. Shurtleff à Co.

promoter.

allays

Feverishness.

It cures Diarrhoea and Wind

Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates the
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.
The Children's Panacea—The Mother's Friend·

cannot have

At that they flew at each other In
Mr. Jim picked up α heav;·
toothpick and smote Mr. John a terri-

CASTORIA

GENUINE

rage.

Bears the

ble crack over the head.
Mr. John staggered to his feet and
knocked Mr. Jim down with a terrific
blow back of the neck with a lima

ALWAYS

Signature of

bean.

Odd Γη*ΙΙ*Ιι Cnatom·.
England can boast of more quaint
customs and ceremonies that have l>een
handed down from century to century
than any other civilized nation. The
sounding of the mayor's horu at Ilipou
is one of the most ancient customs in
the kingdom. It formerly announced
the setting of the watch, but it has now
lapsed into the formality of three blasts
at the
given at 0 o'clock every evening
residence by his ofik-lal horn

mayor's

blower and three more at the market

cross.

Commercial Brains
measure

for

typewriter—quality

every

The Kind Tot Hare Always Bongbi

I

quality—attribute for attribute—by the

Underwood,

In Use For Over 30 Years.
TMC et NT AU A COMPANY, T9 MURRAY

approach It In reaponalreneaa—lu
How reaemble
mechanical perfection.
It in appearance, design and flnUh. It·
Increaalng fame make· permanent the

THE ORIGINAL OF ITS KIND,

Imitations

Never

are

so

Qood.

WUERWOOD TYPEWRITER
341

CO.,

Portland, Nc.

A nice grind square Woodward & Brown piano, in dark case, as
One nice
»ood a trade as c m be found in a second hand square piano.
second hand Vose piano, extra nice tone, a piano that has had nice care
Thrse three
Miller piano.
in<l never hurt. One second hand G.
low to close them
jquare pianos, with stool and cover, will be priced very
Will trade them for a horse, colt, cow, or any kind of neat stock,
iut.
'iving the party good trade and easy payments.
We have also three stcond hand upright pianos at low prices, nice
instruments in walnut and mahogany ca«es. \Ve also have a large stock
jf new upright p:anos. We have a larger and nicer stock of new ami
second hand pianos and organs than ever before, also a large lii*e of piano
We will put all these goods
rovers, stools, chairs and instruction books.
Please send for catalogues
lown at bottom prices and give easy tei ms.
ind descriptions.
We thank our patrons for all past favors and assure them that we shall
jppreciate all business that is given us in the future. It is not necessary
of the quality of our goods, as »he goods will prove themselves
:o

YEARS'
EXPERIENCE
60

Patents
TRADE

DCSIQNS
Copyrights Ac.
sketch and description may
an

sending a
Anyone eoiiunn
Λ"7υιιο
«τββ whether
quickly ascertain our opinion free
Invention is probably patentabte Comronnle»tlonsstrictly confidential. HANDBOOK on Patent·
sent free. Oldest scene? for securingjjatents.
taken tbroueh Munn & Co. receli
I'atents tal
tecuu iunict,
notice. without choree. In the
tpecUU
»

...

«..»-w™
—

—

-—

Scientific American.

A handsomely Illustrated weekly. Lsnrest drculatlon of any scientific Journal. Terme, f3 a
? ear ; four months, 91· Sold by all newsdealers.

speak

& Co.3e,BrMi,M'· New York
ÎHUNN
Branch Office. 626 Κ St, Washington. D. C.

W. J". Wheeler db
BlUlngs Blooli.

Furniture, Household

have

South. Paris,

Saturday

anything

We want to

will be open

rooms

You

If you

afternoon.

to sell or wish to

buy,

Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.

In the matter of

)

Ostc HcderuiliiK Fen t π re.
FRANK K. DAVIS,
} In Bankruptcy.
Rankrupt. I
"What an idiot Stevens is. isn't be?"
To the How. Clarence IIai.k, Judge of the Pie.
"Yes. but he has one redeeming qualtrlr.t Court of the United States for the District
well
how
telling
you
of Maine :
ity—he's always
Sentinel.
k. davis, of nurkfleid, in the
yon look."—Milwaukee
County of Oxford, anil State of Maine, In
said District, respectfully represents that on
the 27th >tav of .Ian., last past, he was <luly
The Cl:iek.
adjudged bankrupt under the Acts of Congress reThe clock has a strange way of tell- lating to Rankruptcy; thHthe has duly surrendered all his property and rights of property,
ing different tult-s with the snr.io face. and ha- fully complied
with all the requirements
If It Is telling o:ie man t » h"n\v t:;>. it of said Acts and of the orders of Court touching
his
bankruptcy.
tells the next cr.'.n who looks th..: *.Lcre
Wherefore he prays, That he may be decreed
·'
'■
! »;»n
by the Court to have a full discharge from all
is p!cn'v cf
debts provable against his estate under said
bankruptcy Acts, except such debts as are excepted by law from such dlschirge.
bated this 20th day of Mar., Α. ι». 11106.
FRANK K. DAVIS, Bankrupt.

Frank

SPECIAL

NOTICE.

I have changed my ofllce from the Elm House,
Norway, to rooms over ShurtlefTe Drug Store,
8outh Parts. I make this change to save the
time consumed getting over and back on the
elrctrtce, thus getting a longer day in the office,
also to better accommodate my patients coming
down the Grand Trunk and from pointe north

and east of Paris.
I trust the change will not greatly Inconvenience others who wish to consult me
REMEMIiER THE PLACE AND ΠΑΤΕ,
over ShurtlefTs Drug Store, 8outh Paris. Hours

Bankrupt's Petition

In the matter of
ROBERT E. PARSONS,

for
)

J

than a medium quality cedar, making allowance for the extra cost of laying the
thingles. There are many roofs so flat that shingles are entirely unsuitable,
while Paroid would fee as good as a gravel or tin roof at a small part of the
cost. Is Is especially adapted to piu/.zas and dormft windows. By using Paroid
it is practicable to build sheds, poultry houses, Ac., with llat roofs at a big savinc
in material. Wo have the well knowu Neponset lted Hope Roofing whicb is an
jxcellent low-priced roof, good for tivo years or more. Also the Neponset Black
Waterproof Paper. We shall be pleased to furnish samples and further information on application.

S. P.

SON, Agents,

MAXIM &

SoutïL Paris, Maine

Remember the Full Name

Always

l axative Rromo

Quinine

Cures a Cold in One Day, Grip in Two.
on

Rankruptcy.

Bos.

25c.

QUAKER RΑ Ν G Ε

To the Hon. Clarence IIale, Judge of the District Court of the United States for the District
of Maine:
E. PARSONS, of Rumford, In the
County of Oxford, and State of Maine,
In said District, respectfully represents, that
on the '.)th day of Dec., last past, he waa duly
uiludgetl bankrupt, under the Acts of Congress
relating to Rankruptcy; that he has duly surrendered all his property and rights of property
ind has fully complied with all the requirements
it s-tld Acts and of the orders of Court touching
his bankruptcy.
Wherefore lie prays, that he may be decreed
by the Court to have a full discharge from all
lebts provable against Ills estate under said
bankruptcy Acts, exccpt such debts as are ex
:epted oy law from such discharge.
bated this 11th day of April, A. D. 1906.
ROBERT E. PARSONS, Bankrupt.

ROBERT

OBDER OF NOTICE THEREON.
District or Maine, ss.
On this Hth day of April, A. D. l'JO*;, on
reading the foregoing petlUon, It Is—
YORK.
Ordered by the Court, that a hearing be had
SEW
WATEBTOW»,
upon the same on the 4th day of May, A. D.
ASSETS DEC. 81.1908.
1906, before aald Court at Portland, In said Dis$ 307.895.83 trict, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon: and that
Real EU te
5fti.702.07 noUce thereof be published In The Oxford
Mortgage Loans
473,340-00 Democrat, a newspaper printed In said District,
Collateral Loans,
l,ftiS,362.00 »nd that all known creditors, and other persona
Stocks and Bonds
180,645.49 In Interest, may appear at the said lime and
Cash In Offioe and Bank,
215 998.90 place, and show cause. If any they have, why
Agents' Balances
37,715.28 the prayer of said petitioner should not be
Interest and Rents,.
granted.
And It Is further ordered by the Court, that
$3,003.659ΛΊ
Gross Assets
43.295.S8 the Clerk shall send by mall to all known credDeduct Items not admitted
itors copies of said petlUon and this order, ad$2,961,884.15 ilressed to them at their places of residence as
Admitted Assets
itated.
LIABILITIES DEC.31,1905.
witness the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge
$ 139.325.94 if the said Court, and the seal thereof, at PortNet Unpaid Losses,
1,464,08» 50 land, In said District, on the Ittb day of April,
Unearned Premiums
9.687.16 A. D. 1900.
AII Other Liabilities
500,000.00
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
Cash Capital
[L.S.]
857.961 55
A true copv of petition and order thereon.
Surplus over all Liabilities,
Attest: JAMES K. IIEWBY.Clerk.
$2,960.884.15
Total Liabilities and Surplus
C. E.TOLMAN A CO.. Agents,
NOTICE.
South Paris, Maine.

Agricultural

yarn about

Discharge.
In

Bankrupt. )

spin

It is practically fireproof; the National Association of Fire Underwriters
iccept it in the cla.xs with gravel roofs as it is proof against sparks and cinders.
Another thing to be considered is the low cost as compared with shingle!*,
being 20 to 40 per cent cheaper, According to the quantity and thickness used,

District of Maine, ss.
On this 7th day of Apr., A. D. 1906, on reading the foregoing petition, It Is
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing Iks had
upon the same on the 27th day of Apr., A. D.
i'JWf, before said Court at Portland, In said District, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; and that notice thereof l>e published In the Oxfonl Democrat, a newspaper printed In said District, ami
that all known creditors, nnd other persons in
interest, may appear at the said time and place,
and show cause, If any they have, why the
praver of said petitioner should not be granted.
And It is further ordered by the Court, That
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known creditors copies of said petition and this order, addressed to them at their places of residence u
stated.
Witness the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of
the said Court, and the seal tlirreof, at Portland,
In said District, on the 7th day of Apr., A. D.
1900.
JAMES K. HEWEY, Clerk.
[L.S.]
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest- .TAMES Ε HEWEY.Clerk.

10 A. M. to 4:80 P. M.

Malno.

ΪΟΟ,ΟΟΟ shingles.

OBDER OF NOTICE THEREON.

Tenney,

a

Co.,

In the first place you should know that Paroid
is no experiment. It has-been on the market about
In 181)8 the U. S.
ren years and has stood tbe test.
government used a large amount of it in Cuba; four
pears later, it having proved so satisfactory, they
ordered 1,200,000 feet for shipment to Manila, and
have now used many million square feet of it. The
Panama Canal Commission placed their whole order
for Paroid, although nearly a hundred bids ou imitations were submitted. Railroads, manufacturers and
Farmers all over the country use it and indorse it.
The sales of Paroid now are well up to 400 carloads a
year or approximately 20,000,000 feet.
We bave handled Paroid for about four years, having sold Over 130,000 feet
ind the sale is rapidly increasing. In 1005 we sold euough to tako the place of

call.

time.

Dr. Austin

war*

Qood Trades in Second Hand Pianos.

Broadway, Ifew York.

Exchange St.,

TO

My

Friend—I haven't seen you for some
I'oet—No. Fact is I have become
a good deal of a recluse lately. Friend
—I feared so. IIow much do you owe?

NKW VORK CITY.

PIANOS.

Ntandard—

Goods.

Ill· Retirement.

ΙΓΚΙΠ.

now

Is the soul of every
Where it is there is
resolute character; where it is not there
is faintnoss, with effeminacy, despondauction
"The
ency. neglect of duty and failure.
a
strom; man and the waterfall." says
every
proverb, "channel their own path."

Insurance Co.,

..

"So you don't believe in college education?"
"No, air. After graduation I nearly
starved to death practicing la#."
"But you look prosperous now."
DAINTY VIOLBT CAKES.
"Yea, air. I went into vaudeville and
Prepare a sponge cake and bake in made
a fortune balancing a barrel on my
arge shallow -tins; cut into small round
on my head."
sakos, and from the top of each cut a feet while standing
imall round piece, taking care not to cut
Thla is the season of llstleesness, headthrough into the bottom. Into the cavi- aches and spring disorders. Hollister's
les pour a little whipped and sweetened
Mountain Tea is a sure preventa:ream to which has been added a few Rocky
Makes you strong and vigorous.
:andied violet petals, then put the piece tive.
85 cents, Tea or Tablets. F. A. Shurt>f round cake taken from the top beck
leff Λ Co.
Ice the entire surface of the
nto place.
akes with a thick sugar ioing flavored
The Mistress—Mary Ann, has the
rith violet and colored a dainty lavender furnace gone out?
Peeled Palp Wood, Spruce, Fir, Hemand
on
of
few
rith a
drops
grape jnice;
The New Cook—If it has it must hav· look and Poplar, delivered on cars at
he top of each cake place one candied
from Pownal to Bethel,
gone out through th' cellar window, coa any R. R. Station
iolet, letting* it bavden into plaoe with it ain't come through here.
the ooming year.
he icing. Serve with sherbet or ice
K. W. PENLEY, West Parie.
ream.—New Idea.
J. If. DAT, Bryant'· Pond.
Don't drug the atomach to oure a
May SO, 1904.
cough. One Minute Cough Care out·
A great deal of jewelry is worn at the mucus, draws the inflammation oat
>resent. The particular rogue is for of the throat, lungs and bronchial tube·,
The disposition of the criminal liquor caaea
tecklacee and bracelets. Cameos are heals, soothe· and cures. A quick cure at the Mirch term, 1906,8upreme Judicial Court,
wing revived again, and tome of the for oroup and whooping cough. It· not reported are as follows: Edward Slddall
nost effective novelties are of this de- constantly increasing use for many year· No. 87. 8tate of Maine against
tor maintaining a nuisance, nol pros'd.
tells of the fact of its absolute usefulception.
In jail serving sentences on indictments for
In braoeleta the wide, old-fashioned ne··. Sold by F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.
common seller and single sale.
No. 40. State of Maine agalnat James Poland
itraight band at the wrlat is now con·
for single sale, nol pros'd. In Jail serving
SO DIFFERENT.
idered in the light of a novelty. There
sentence for common seller.
s simply no limit to the designs in neck·
Uncle Wlnthrop—And what do you No 44. 8Ute of Maine against John Russell for
aoe·.
The size and splendor of some of desire to be when you have become a
common seller, nol pros'd.
he novelties are almost barbaric.
Gideon R. Ferland sentenced to Jail for
man, Emersie? When I was your age, I
80 days for maintaining a nuisance In adwanted to be a pirate.
to $M0 floe and costs, also for $50
dition
Emaraon Lowell Backbeigh—The asThe aleevea continue to be of elbow
fine and costs for single sale has since
oourt adjourned paid fines and eosta
sngth and are very popular whenever a pirations of modern youth are so différamounting ta both oases to $*70.70.
raist in any degreee of a fancy or dreasy ant, uncle. Now I should Ilka to ba a
C. F. W JUTMAX, clerk.
___

a harmless

goric, Drops and Soothing Syrups.

her."

on

system generally. Clean
ready for spring. Take

substitute for Castor Oil, PareIt is Pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
Oastoria is

ALL

OF

"TOU CANNOT HAVE HER."

your life. Wife Next visit Thursday, May 3d.
intends sending one of these to her mothA»MIHI8TRATaiX> BALE.
er, and if I smile she'll come and spend
the winter with us.
By virtue of a license from the Honorable
Ju lge of Probate for Oxford County, I shall tell
premises at South Paris
You feel the life giving current the at public auction on the of
May, 1906. at 2 o'clock
on Friday, the 11th day
minute you take it. A gentle,soothing In the afternoon, all the right of the late freewith
man C. Merrill In and to the Foundry. Blackwarmth, fills the nerves and blood
Shop connected,
life. It's a real pleasure to take Hollis- smith Shop and Woodworking
all being situated at South Paris Village near the
ter's Rocky Mountain Tea. 3i cents, Tea Inters·
ctlon of the old road leading to Pari* Hill
F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
or Tablets.
and the BuckfleJd road and being easterly» from
said Buck fluid road and on Stony Brook, so-called, Including all land connected therew th with
He—I think a man should marry a water
power, flowage and appurtenances belonging thereto and formerly known as the Hersey
girl he has known from his childhood.
Foundry. Them will also be offered at the same
She—Yes; but if a girl knew a man time
the storehouse and lot on the westerly side
from childhood, she would probably of said Paris Hill road, consisting of the buildknow better than to marry bim.
ing and about one-half acre of land.
South Paris. April 4,1906
MATILDA J. MERRILL, Adrax.
Living indoors so much during the A. D.MKS.
PARK, Auctioneer.
winter months creates a sort of a stuffy,
want-of-ozone condition in the blood and

Mr. Poser—Not

What is CASTORIA

Tlie Measure

and

Uuerrr of win.

how's

"By the way, Jack, what is impressionism?"
"It is the art of picturing something
Place a pint of milk over the fire in a which no one has ever seen in such a
iouble boiler and when it boile, stir in way that they wouldn't recognize it if
;hree ounces of fine grained farina that they did see it."
ias been made very smooth in a little
sold milk, just enough to give it the conlietency of cream; pour it into the boilImportant to Mother·.
ng milk and stir till it thickens, Rnrmlno carefully erery boUl·· of CASTORIA,
:hen remove from the fire, and add while a ufe And (ore nmedj for lnfante and children,
(till hot, one ounce of butter, two ouncee and >ee that It
it ground almonds, and five drops of
itrong violet essence; add three ounces
)f sugar and enough grape juice to give Signature of
t a pretty violet tinge. Pour the mixtla Uae For Over 80 Tear·.
ure into a mold, and let it stand in a
Tba Klad Toe Bave Aiwaye Bought.
sold place till firm; rinse the mold in
:old water before filling it with the
Hubby—I don't see why you shouldn't
mixture, and when it is firmly set, the
'sweet" may be turned out on a glass exert yourself to make me happy.
iish with no difficulty. Decorate with
Wifey—Why, of all things! You know
jrystallized violets, chopped pistachio you told me when I accepted you that
on
lute, and a few real violet leaves. Lay I had made you the happiest roan
What is the use of my trying to
ι real violet here and there on the glass earth.
iish around the violet sweet and serve improve on that?
nrith cream.
Don't tie a cough or cold up in your
VIOLET BALLS.
system by taking a remedy that binds
Crumble almond paste to the consisten- the bowels. Take Kennedy's Laxative
It is different from all
:y of meal, add a little powdered sugar, Honey and Tar.
uid sufficient white of egg slightly beaten other congh syrups. It is better. It
then form into balls, opens the bowels—expels all cold from
;o bind the
m

CASTORIA

vvogiTs Bitters for nearly a year for mj
little jïirl. She used to have worms an·.'
would be sick three or four days at :i
time. I began the use of the True "L.
F." Medicine and she has not had :·.

Typewrit ©re

that, Mary?
Energy of will
Mrs. Gardner—I recollected to-day
character.
that when I did the planting I forgot to great
Gardner—Why,

Blanch and soak in cold water for
hours, six ounces of sweet almonds open the cans!
°UBCe bitter a,mond"; drain and
pound to a paste with mortar and pestle
If you ever bought

ounces

\X WVAv.4v

September 28, 1903.
Dear Sirs:—
I have used the True "L. F.7 At-

—

Then they gruppled and struggled
about the place, biting and kicking and
clawing each other, and ail the time
until
yelling at the top of their voices
they had attracted all the folks to the
expect
happiness. They
Then Mr. Jim and Mr. John
we shall be, but their beet wishes are scene.
with us. I cannot stand it another fell over on the ground exhausted.
minute, Harry. It is the most dreadful
"What's all this light about?" asked
thing I have gone through since you for- Miss Mary Matilda, who was In the
when
violets
those
me
send
you
got to
crowd that had gathered.
took me to the theatre."
"About you. love." said Mr. Jim as
He
almost
was
speech.
beyond
Harry
α
he wiped the blood off his ear with
kissed the tears away andTsmiled.
"Never mind, little girl," he said towel.
"About you. dear," said Mr. John as
brightly. "I didn't forget the violets
me toto
came
a
letter
And
he
applied a piece of sticking plaster
to-night.
day from your brother. He is a breezy, to his broken jaw.
good-natured boy, and we will read his
"Mercy! You don't love me. do yuu?"
letter together."
cried Miss Mary Matilda.
and
her
tears,
Grace smiled through
"We do." they replied In chorus.
opened the letter.
"Well, you are both crazy," she de"I was sorry to see you married to
"I don't* care anything for
clared.
nevertheless
"but
she
you
read,
Uarry,"
Mr.
know that my heart was with you, and either of you. I'm going to marry
that I sincerely hope that you will be Richard Henry Jackson Flea."
And then the rival fleas felt very
happy—
Grace collapsed hopelessly.—Washing- much worse than they had before.—
ton Post.
Atlanta Constitution.

year.
Mr.

SHERBET.

VIOLET

Prepare

Τ

Τ

Τ

Ρ

the effect is spoil· I
ateqUal di»*ances
ipart all round. A second row of can8hould bo arranged around
i
mH just
above the base of the cake anrf
md
8hould wander up
•ver the sides of the cake, the irreen
stems
ciug
showing up prettily against
he pale violet icing. in the
cajc® whicb ie made by the
I unnel of the augel cake tin place &
violets
Vi0let8'
Wei1'the «ems from
'hose
nose around the edge making a rav efect on the top of the cake. Underneath
that extends around
he bottom edge of the cake place a
* deePer vio,et
oascing, or of the green ioing, usine a P
tube ,or tbe Purpose
The cake is very effective for an after°r for a violet
ln the case of any of the
zonular
flower luncheons" that are
the flower selectod
•ould
ο' the violets,
»
■v«th the drawback that no flowere
mUke a real confection
ι oo

VIOLET CREAM.

ρ

DRAWSEXKB
I

sDll«tCaÎe' eta^d8°ut
in™8*?
" ,natlÎral
p088ib'e· Neitber the
nor the stems should be nlarori
ikWe
'iolets nor*?h«

ibout the size of a hickory nut, and roll
;he balls first in the eeg, and then in
lome crushed candied violets. The paste
nay be tinted a pale violet color by addng a drop or two of grape juice, and a
■ingle drop of any good violet perfume
vill flavor the confection delicately.
Place the balle on a sieve lined with
)iled paper to dry, and set in a cool, airy
jlace until ready for use.

L
Ο

So

mixture;

What good does it do you to eat if
your stomach fails to digest the food?
None. It does you harm—causes belchper 100.
ing, sour stomach, flatulence, etc. When

X1MBKR AND GRASS ON RESERVED
LAUDS.
Pleasant St., South Paris, Me.
« 9.82
C,
9.82
No. 4. B. 1. W. Β. K. P.,
30.53
No. 4. B. 3, W. Β. K. P.,
A new Lot
11.60
No. 4, R 3, W. Β. K. P..
930
No. 5, R. 1, W. Β. K. P.,
».« of
No. 5. R. 2, W Β. K. P.,
Plumbing Goods. The best of
8.0#
No. 3, R 3, W. Β. K. P.,
No old
8.04 oak woodwork for closets.
No. 4. R. 4, W. Β. K. P..
7.14
No. 3. R 4.W .B. Κ. P,
Call and see this line.
7.14 goods.
No. 4, R. 5, W B. K. P..
33»
No
No. 5, R. 5, W. Β. Κ P.,
bing promptly attended to.
131
No. 4. Β β. W. Β. Κ. P..
«Λ charge for team.
Α. Β. 1. Riley PL.
3.W
Andover North Surplus,
3J3
C Surplus,
>y.
ORAMANDAL JM1TU.

Norway,

θ

takes one wife too many.
Mr Henpeck—The idea, Maria!
Maine. you think I should be sent to jail?

CHANDLER,

for

υ

BOB

A. W. Walker & Son's,

M

FIN

ΒΑ

Coal at

E. W.

Β

A

R

Stove Wood and

RKSSKVKD

S

Κ

R

A

Ν·. 77.—Reversible Words:

Edgings,

I

LANDS.
No. 4, R. 1 W Β. Κ P..
No. 4. R. 2. W. Β Κ P.,
No. 4. R.3. W. It ■ P..
No 5. R. 1. W. Β. K. P.. Majialoway
No. 5. K. 2. W. Β. Κ P.. Lincoln Pl.,
No. 5, R. J. W. Β. Κ. P
No. 4. R. 4. W. Β. K P.,
No. 5. R. 4. W. Β. K. P..
No. 4. R. 5. W. Β. K. P.,
No. 5, R. 3, W. Β. Κ P.,
No. 4. R.C. W. Β. K. P.,
A R. 1 (Riley),
Amlover, North Surplus,
C Surplus,

chant—

EMANATE

Slab Wood,

COUNTY WILD LANDS.

M

L

NORWAY.

Connection.

Cord Wood,

Treasurer'» OfficeAugusta, March 28, 1*»,
Γυοη (he following townships or tracte of lan«l
not liable to be taxe·! In any town, the follow!".*
assessments for the Stale tax of 19lM> were made
by the Legislature on the 24ih day of March, 1905.

C.

NASH,

Licensed Taxidermist,

STATE OF MAIIE.

C.
C Surplus,
No. 4, R. 1, Richardson town,
No. 5, R 1, Magalloway 1*1.,
No. 4. R. a. Alatastown,
No. 5. R. J, Lincoln Pl..
No 4, R. 3, Lower Cui'suptic,
No. 5, R. 3, Pa' kertown,
No. 4, R. 4, Upper Cupsuptlc,
No- 5, R. 4, Lynrhtown.

—

FENCING

SOUTH PARIS.

Amlover North Surplus,
Amlover Went Surplus,

—.

get sensibility.

β

a

β

0Qe

87.—Addttloaa.
1. Add above to has taken and get
caught up with.
2. Add a charge to a kind of fish and

Myrrh,

more

·°®®

one

Ko.

color,

Kryeburg Acad. Grant.
A. 1. Riley Pl..

walks;

Ko. SO.—Mlaains Rhyme.
Bright harbinger of spring, sweetest yet
We

Îie toLlhît0n
r;.D.ow· w,lh
hae
made
0ll,,lthat
11SiÏLhWS.
flr8t»'and tinted
I
lelSlL f'
ÏÏÏ? ,?ίβ® green" with any good

îminiff

No. 76.—Hourglass:

L. M. TUFTS,

No. 4, R. 5, Oxbow,
No. 4, R. 6, Bowmantowu,
No. ft, R. 5. Parmachenee.
Bacbelder's Grant,
TIMBER ANL) GRASS ON

"You sec the sign upon the grass,
"Keep Off.' Be sure you mind.
Jack ulways bounced his ball and spoiled
The lawn here Just behind.

—

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

OXKoRO

U. The greatest of Greek orators.
7. A famous Greek philosopher of
noble birth.
8. The name of some cities called
after the emperor Claudius.
0. The most influential of Greek phi-

Itau. 7. Galway.
Charade:
No. 75.
merchant.

Sepia and Oil a specialty.
Nichols St..

poets.

—

Mouldings s,l.
Water

mathematician.
2. The greatest of Greek poets.
3. A very famous Greek philosopher.
4. A famous disciple of number 3.
5. The greatest of the Greek lyric

No. 72.—Enigma : Sleeper.
No. 73.—Additions: BOARD.
No. 74.—Geographical Acrostic: IniFinals
Germany.
tials
Hamburg.
1. Harrisburg. 2. Atlriauople. 3. Madagascar. 4. Belgium. 5. Utlca. 6. Rar-

High Grade Portrait Work
in

are of unequal length.)
When the following words have been
rightly guessed and written one below
another one of the rows of letters,
reading downward, will spell the name
of the "father of history."
1. A famous Greek philosopher and

"Just ramble up and down the
Eeyond them do not wander.
Oh. only chaperons can tell
On all a maid may ponder!"

>U foS ΐ1α,βίΙ

oring liquid, trace stems from the
cake
iolets toward the middle of
ising a toothpick for the purpose- the
freen icing being thicker than that used
relief, and it ι
s best when making them to look at the
flowere and follow their

Key to the Pussier.

Mats, Mirrors

I
I

ο

An American writer known to fame.

cocoas.
thk

,5 SJSSta·

■rvstan! LhVfke·
ϊί
uïdeÎe
hi ÏSll l ^βββ î11

Expels Worms

understand you love Miss Mary

"I

and read slowly :

"
Ί am glad you and Harry are marloner in confectioner's sugar before the ried. Tou apparently auit each other. I
"
h« . ch.no.
hope you will be happy.'
*
*°d wben thorough·
what of it?" Harry demanded.
"Well,
?.e'
"Wait!" ahe cried. "The day after
cr*8tal,ized violets are ready
or
that a cousin wrote and expressed himself something like this: 'Now that you
VI0LKT CAKE.
are married I sincerely trnst that a long
in
Make an angel cake batter, and bake
road of happiness stretches before you.'
when done, frost A few hours later another
message came:
>11 over the top and sides with a thick Ί feel that I should congratulate you on
made
of
milk
and
confectioner's
clng
this important step, and I pray that good
eo,t vlolet
adding luck may attend your footsteps.'
of grape juice; add the
orops
'®*.
"Now, don't you see," continued
jape juice drop by drop until the deslr- Grace on the verge of hysterics, "all the
•d tinge is obtained, then spread the ravens sit and croak the same message,'
Hav«at handsome •We
hope you will be happy.' 'We trust
and before the icing
send
you will have good luck.' They
of
around
top
congratulations with the ballast of hopes
t0°
not
and
that
don't
®dge'
of

»

The careful auntie cried.
The little maid came lightly down
And sat by auntie's side.

by F. A. ShurtletT Λ Co.

new

Ko. S3.—Rlddlemeree.

I am found In hull, but not in rain;
Always In loss, but never In gain;
I am In sorrow, though not In pain;
I'm seen in Abel, not at all In Cain;
You-11 find me in early and In late;
In love I'm found, not in hate;
I'm in silence, noise, girls and boy·.
Guess my whole. It will name

Ko. S3.—Concealed Animal·.
"Come out upon the board walk, dear!"

St.00 Size holdln» 2*4 times the trlel

Sold

NS.-BbI(ow.
In the name of a season find two
articles that are useful and often very
ornamental.
No.

losophers.

Kodol Digests What You Eat

Bottles ooly.

ie

Wales

(Crosswords

PEELED PULPWOOD.

Stomach

In

A town and seaport
here represented.

Ko. S4.—A (ircek Acrostic.

Wanted.

Soup

"

dry

well seasoned.

MAINE.

NORWAY,

SOUTH PARIS.

SQUARE,

Mr. Jim Flea and Mr. John Flea
both very much In love with a
beautiful young lady. Ono day they
met on the street. Said Mr. Jim Flea:
Wert·

after the ceremony," she continued.
"The first waa from your aunt. I have
it here."
She took the letter from her pocket

cakeiiQ;

Freeh meats of all kinds constantly on

to close out odd patterns and clean

The Rival fleas

tone of voice.
?» «»··""»" tragic
The puzzled huaband waited.
tb<>roughly coatto dry before diD-1
"1 think they began about four hours

MtOgg
Λ™ ?i
use!

Meat Market.

Wool Carpets

story For

Polks

I

DR. J. F. TRUE * CO., Auburn, Me.

—

on

Little

|

ί.ΐΕίϊϊ,Ι'ΐηΤ1''
«niy ? lliey

3ualed.

ON

a mere

are

crystallized

denMnth^

good for grown people as for children. For indigestion, irritability, constipation,malaria, peevishness and liver troubles it is unThree generations have known of the wonderful merits
Dr. True's Elixir. Kept in the home it keeps out sickness.

—

ex-

AO

used in cooking is in tb« mak"It is."
Harry lit his cigar. He aaw the little
violets which axe used
troubled face through the amoke
"Then, sir," said Mr. Jim Flea,
ο garnish cakee, desserts, ices, and fruit I martyr'a
and his heart amote him.
16
neceMary to become
"there's
going to be trouble, for I
-1"
he
sweetheart?"
aaid,
I "What is it,
idept in the dipping of violets.
hair.
her
bright
atroking
! aoothingly,
CBYSTALUZSD VI0LXT8.
Grace aat up, and between aoba she
Prepare a rich thick syrup of white I told her pitiable atory.
Wash
"Ever since we were married, Harry,
ugar and boil until it candies
,n3 set aside to drain some
they have been coming."
She delivered thia information in a
Ρ608 of "weet smelling violet, and
iolets

ag ui

as

A LOW PRICE

cream or

oat

a

SX.-CeogT«phlMl Paul·.

DR. TRUES ELIXIR

is

in consternation.

promised to marry yon
and| called
'Manual for

A number.
To Inflict a penalty on.
To cover on the Inside.
A large excavation or pit
A trailing plant.
ne.

«tSSS^mmSSjRSSSS^

When Violets Bloom.
When violets bloom 1q field
aeadow and along the sandy hillsides

Ko. NO^-Hetair··.

L
2.
3.
4.
5.

Hoaeymooa Dtalofu·.

The young hatband cam· bom· and
found bis bndo In tears. She sat at the
table with a letter In her hand.
"What la the matter, dear?" be orled

WANTED.

In the District Court of the United etates for the
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
)
In Bankruptcy,
HENRY E. HALE,
of Rumford, Bankrupt.
of
E.
To the creditors
Hale, in the
Henry
bounty of Oxford and district aforesal 1 :
Notice Is hereby given that on the 7th day of
Apr, A. D. 1906, the said Henry E. Hale
was duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the
Sret meeting of his creditor· will be held at the
jfflce of the Referee, No. 8 Market Square, South
Parla, on the 2nd day of May. A. D. 1006. at
10 o'clock In the forenoon, at whUih time the

(

)

laid creditors may «toad, prove their claims,
ippolnt a trustee, examine the bankrupt, and
transact tuch other business as may properly
»me before said sBettnp.
Sooth Paris, Apr. 11.1906.
WALTER L. GRAY,
Referee In Bankruptcy.

Buttermilk.
At the Creamery, in large quanti·
ics, fiesh and good, making first

:lass feed for
jo

piga.

dispose of it.

We

are

anxious

The

rails

nickel

in the

QUAKER MODEL are easy
to remove as they are put
on

without bolts
50 cts.Down

I

,nd

50 cts.. WMk..

W.

Gteorge

Hobbs'

Variety Store. Norway.

<

WOOD ASHES FOR SALE
In any
CAR

quantity desired.

LOAD

LOTS

A

SPECIALTY.

ror Price and Particular» address,

SIMON STAHL,
ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.

OXFORD CO. CREAMERY.

>

